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school record
DAN NIKI)
SHIRTS EDITOR

ll was the move hc"s done a thousand
limes before.
ll was the move thai has bailed the Falcons
out do/ens of times in the last five years.
It was the move that broke the record.
Nobody was surprised when Anlhony
Stacey had his back to the basket from 15 feet
out, spun around and sunk a turnaround
juniper to write a piece of history.
In fact, il was expected. After all, it was
his trademark
"It was just a mid-range, post-up jump
shot." Stacey said. "Fortunately enough, thai
was history right there."
The jumper propelled Stacey past BG
great Howard Komives' school record of
1.834 points in a career. It was a record that
had stood for 36 years. It was a moment thai
will define Slacey's career.
And. it was a night lhat served as the stage
for one of Ihe greatest accomplishments in
Howling Green sports history.
When Ihe jumper went in and Slacey's
name was officially scribbled over Komives"
in ihe record books. Stacey went over to the

man he replaced and shook his hand.
He then walked to center court of a'
packed Anderson Arena, waived to
crowd thai was cheering his name and j
looked up lo the rafters in a gaze filled j
with thanks.
"I just wanted to say,
thank you for|
I Komives']
support and'
lo ihe crowd for^
all the support^
that I have got- /
ten here," hel
said.
"Thev

Stacey lead the Falcons to their biggest win
of the season against Kent, ihey crowded
around lhe.6-4 forward and let him know
how much he means to this campus and to
this team.
Then il was his teammate"s turn. He
left the mob, and found fellow senior Dave
Esterkamp. who scored his 1.000th point
ast nighl. and head coach Dan Dakich in the
middle of the key. The three embraced as
lean of joy trickled down Slacey's face.
There was nothing wrong with crying on
this night. Not for this accomplishment.
"I told them I loved Ihem." said Dakich of
his milestone-setting seniors. "I kissed them
both. 1 have no trouble kissing ihose two —
in fact, I kind of like kissing those two.
Because when you love someone you don't
mind kissing them."
Stacey may have lots of kisses coming to
him for his game performance which dominated the Golden Flashes. He had 24 points,
mostly off thai deadly turnaround jumper.
Eleven of 16 from the field with five
rebounds.
And, of course, the record.
On a move we've seen a thousand limes.

community,

Ihe fans and the I
school
have I
really taken me'
in as their own.
Then I looked up I
and tried to give I
thanks ui God." / _^
Later, it was jj^^
BG's turn to
lhank their
hero. After

Falcons conquer powerhouse Kent
PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

If you weren't Ihere. shame on
you.
ll was ■ fairy tale ending, bul
Ihis one didn't end w ith the handsome prince reviving Snow
White or the Three Little Pigs living together. Instead, forward
Anthony Stacey became the alltime leading scorer in Falcon history, forward Dave Eslerkamp
lopped the 1.000 career point list
and. most importantly, the BG
men's basketball team upended
Kent Slate 71-61
Stacey hit 11-16 shots for a
season-high 24 points.
"Stacey is the best player in
the league." Kent coach Gary
Wallers said. "One guy beat us.
just Hat out beat us."
The win moved the Falcons
record to 19-6 overall and 11 -4 in
the Mid-American Conference.
Kent, who dumped the Falcons
82-64 less than a month ago.
drops lo 20-5 overall and 12-4 in
the conference.
The Brown and Orange also
received huge contributions from
Esterkamp, guard Brandon Pardon and forward Lcn Matela.
Esterkamp hil for 15 points while
Pardon connected on 3-6 shots
for 10 points and dished out a
team high four assists. Matela
went 4-5 from ihe field to end
with eight points and six
rebounds.

Head coach Dan Dakich
ihought the backcourt play of
Pardon. Keith Mcleod and Trent
Jackson was the difference.
"We got much better guard
play." BG coach Dan Dakich
said. "I thought, in this game, our
guards didn't gel dominated and
did a good job of playing with
their guards."
Kent was led by guard Nate
Meers. whose 5-8 performance
from behind the arc earned him a
team-high 15 points. Meers also
had several crucial air balls in the
contest. Center John Whorton got
hot early, but cooled off to end
with 12 points. Absent for the
Golden Flashes was forward
Kyrem Massey. who was out with
an injured ankle.
Kent g^uard Andrew Mitchell
started oft the scoring by hitting a
three to put Kent up 3-0 with
19:25 left. Pardon answered with
a driving lay-up but two Kent
field goals gave ihem a 7-2
advantage at the 18:23 mark. A
Stacey jumper capped off an 6-1
run by the Falcons and moved the
score to 9-8 with 16:12 left.
Stacey and Eslerkamp showed
their shooting abilities and two
Eslerkamp free throws cul the
lead to one with 11:37 remaining.
Another jumper by Stacey and
a huge, one-handed dunk by forward Brent Klassen, off of guard
Keith Mcleod missed jumper,
tied the game at 22. Neither learn
scored lor a two-minute stretch.

but Mitchell ended the drought
with a jumper to push the Golden
Flashes up 24-22 with 6:18 left. A
Matela lay-up and another enticing dunk for the sold oul crowd,
this time by Esterkamp. put Ihe
Falcons up. for the first lime in
the game. 26-24. Kent took a 3230 edge into the locker room.
Stacey hit 4-6 shots in the first
half and. as a learn, the Falcons
connected for 46.2 percent from
the field. BG was oul rebounded
in the first half 21-10. 9-3 offensive, but ended up closing Ihe gap
to 27-24. 10-7 (Kent) in the second half.
"We challenged them at half
time — they [ Kent | had nine
offensive rebounds in the first
half. We challenged Ihem |BG| to
give up none, but they gave up
one." Dakich said. "It is one of
the few times I was listened lo.
which is good."
Oul of the gates of Ihe second
half. Whorton made a lay-up. but
was answered by a Stacey jumper
and a Esterkamp lay-up. which
tied the score at 34 with 17:28
left. (Esterkamp's lay-up pushed
him over the 1.0(H) point marker).
Whorton hit for another lay-up
and Mitchell drilled another three
to give Kent a five-point lead.
Bul Esterkamp was not done.
Not at all.
He hit two free throws then a
three-point play lo again tie Ihe
game al 39 with 15:35 remaining.
At the 14:57 mark, a Stacey turn-

around jumper gave him Ihe
record.
"Second half. I think we really
Sicked
up
our defense.'
sterkamp said. "They had a
spun there. All teams are going to
make runs, but we stayed under
control and kepi working on our
defense. I feel we did a real good
job on Whorton tonight."
A three by Meers tied the
game at 45 with 12:48 left, but
the Falcons went on a scoring
tear. BG built a lead behind two
three-pointers by Mcleod al Ihe
8:40 mark, which got as high as
13 at the 6:08 mark, and never
looked back. Kent cut it to as
close as five, bul clutch free
throw shooting by Pardon closed
out the game and the victory.
At the end. Falcon fanatics
rushed the court and players
became emotional. Esterkamp
embraced Stacey and then both
were hugged by Dakich.
The second half proved to be
the kicker. BG sank 16-24 shots
and 7-8 free throws in the second.
The Falcons ended with a 56.0
percent from the floor. 25 percent
from three-point land I Mcleod
two three's were the only made
field goals out of eighi attempts)
and 81.3 from the charity stripe.
Kent ended the game without
a trip to the free throw line.
"we were outplayed in the
second half." Walters said.
The Falcons host Eastern
Michigan Saturday at 3:30.

BEN FRENCH/ The BG News
RECORD BREAKER Anthony Stacey drives on a Kent defender last night.
Stacey hit for a season high of 24 points and broke the University scoring
record of 1,834 points with 1,846 points.
(Cutout) Stacey makes the basket that broke the University scoring record.

Students debate validity of University's core values
NICOLE VALEK
STAFF WRITER
Core values are accepted in varying degrees of importance, according to University students.
Pride in a job well done, creative
imaginings, respect, cooperation and
intellectual/spiritual growth are the
University's core values.
'These values seem to be part of
,i decent human being's character."
said Lori Davis, senior social work
major.
"I think everybody takes core
values seriously." said Cassie Gregory, senior social work major.

However, she said the core values
matter to individuals in varying
degrees.
Although most students agree
that core values are important, there
are some extreme views.
Some students view them as an
integral part of their learning experience.
"I think the core values are an
important pan of my educational
experience." said Kate Newnam.
sophomore business major. "One
reason I chose to come to BGSU is
because I wanted to attend a school
lhat placed an emphasis not only
teaching me facts and figures, but
also on helping me become a better

person.
Other students simply regard the
core values as a joke.
"Core values? At BGSU? Universities are an institution, a business." said Mat Wilson, sophomore
popular culture major. "They are
more worried about money, not
instilling values."
Some said it is not the University's responsibility to be teaching
morals.
Lawrence Daly, history professor, said BGSU's core values are a
list of bromides, none of which are
related to academic life or intellectual pursuits.
"The officially stated core values

are mush; worse, they're noi values
unique to any institution of higher
learning, much less to BGSU itself,"
Daly said. "Instead, what we have is
a set of aspirations applicable to any
institution — even a grade school."
Ashley Elder. USG Senator AtLarge. said the core values have
loopholes and oversights. Elder ga\ e
an example of members of the Ku
Klux Klan burning a cross in Iron! of
an African-American fraternity
house, and then taking pleasure in
iheir efforts. He wondered how the
core values would handle the above
situation?
Firsi. the racists acted together in
a coordinated fashion (cooperation).

Next, the group schemed how to pull
Iheir plan off. including Ihe burning
of a cross (creative imaginings)
Since the perpetrators manifested
Iheir haired. Ihey utilized punishment-free antics, the group display eel pride in a job well done. The
only core value the racists
encroached upon is respect for one
another.
In the above situation, those who
took pan in the racist actions abided
the established University core values, yet their actions would be perceived as evil, intolerant and inadmissible.
"Herein lies the trap: Each individual will manipulate or use the

Comic fans bid Schulz, Peanuts gang goodbye
SARA GRAZIANO
STAFF WRITER

Students have fond memories of
Charles Schul/ and the "Peanuts"
comic strips he authored.
Schulz died Saturday night, just
before his last original comic strip
appeared on Sunday morning.
"'Peanuts' was really cool." said
Gary Fisher, freshman education
major. "I don't miss it yet. but I
probably will soon."
"It was kind of fitting that the last
strip he did came right before he
died," said Adam McClintock.
senior at Columbian High School.
"It was like when
r*—^the
strip
k ended, his
/whole life
/ended, since
S that
was
how
he
expressed

himself."
Many students say "Peanuts" was
part of their lives.
"I grew up reading it." said
Amber Tussing. sophomore psychology major. "It was really cute. I
especially liked Woodstock."
"Charles Schul/. was a man. a
myth, and a legend for our times."
said Jon Manning, sophomore communications major. "The whole
Peanuts' crew was a good representation of what it's like for kids to
grow up in our society."
Fond memories
of
Schulz's
"Peanuts"
characters
will
linger
long
fter his"
death.
"It was real
ly funny and
cute." Corrine
_ Baker, said
ophomore
graphic
design

major. "1 enjoyed reading it. Snoopy
was so cool and always happy,"
Natalie Ford, sophomore psychology major, agreed.
"Snoopy was cool because he
wasn't at all like a
r
" "\real dog." Ford
s" " *""\\ said. "He was
so lazy. sleeping\ * /
on top of his s. \ <l
house."
"The strip was " f.
political, funny, and
socialistic all at the ^""S*V )
same time," said^^
Joshua Ballmer, sophomore theater
major. "I liked Pigpen because I
always wanted to have lines of
din following me around wherever I went."
"Woodstock was the coolest,"
said Sarah Pinkelman
freshman education major.
"It was so funny how he flew
in loops and slept on top of
Snoopy's doghouse."
"Remember the Halloween special when all
characters sneaked into the
pumpkin patch? That was

*

cool." said Jeff Bell, freshman
tourism and recreation major. "I
liked Linus because of how he car
ried a blanket around all the time."
"I always liked those Halloween
and Christmas specials, too," Fisher
agreed. He also though il was cool
when Snoopy pretended to fighl the
Red Baron.
Students seemed to identify with
the recurring scenario when- I ucv
snatched away the football from
Charlie Brown as he ran lo kick it.
"I always really liked^
it when sh
would
snatch
the
football away'
from Charlii

Shawn Sass. freshman business
major.
"Lucy was crazy." Ford said. "I
liked it how she would snatch the
football from Charlie Brown so he
couldn't kick it It
w.is also cool
how Lucy :
up
her^
lemonade
stand and |
charged
5 cenlsll
for psv
chialric
help."
"There's
always some-j
one I know,
that
reminds
me of onej
of the char-1
actcrs."
Manning
said.
"Schul/ waSj
so honest."

f:fWm

core values as he or she sees fit."
Elder said.
However, many students si 111
MCW the core values as important.
"I ihink people should lake ihem
seriously," said Brad Simon, senior
spons marketing major. "Everyone
should have respect for others, and
should have pride in themselves to
get their work done."
Many students agree that the I nv
vcrsitv is Irving to do a wonderful
thing by trying to instill these valued
in each student
"I think the world would be a better place il everyone could live
according to these values." saifl
New nani.
Insldei

WORLD 8

■ Rhode Island
chicken insured for 1.5
million found dead.
Violet was the pride and
joy of Finchingfield
England.
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e World
In Brief
Putin's campaign focuses on
officials
KANEVSKAYA. Russia (AP) —
As Vladimir Pulin inspected a dairy
on a rainy morning, there was little
to suggest Russia's leading presidential candidate was working the
campaign trail
Flanked by local officials. Putin
patiently listened to tacts and figures
on production, occasionally nodding
or fingering animal feed. He glided
past waiting farm workers without a
word.
If disappointed that the candidate
hadn't paused to shake hands and
chat, the farm workers didn't want
to show it.
"We have seen him on TV and
wanted very much to see him in the
flesh." said Galina Grechana. a dairy
worker. "We liked him and we will
all vote for him."

r^

The Nation
In Brief

Teens charged with murder
in firefighters' deaths
HOUSTON (AP) — Three teenagers accused of setting a McDonald's restaurant on fire as they tried
to break into its safe with a blowtorch have been charged with murder in the deaths of two firefighters
A fourth boy. an employee who
closed the restaurant Sunday night
before it burned, remained in custody pending juvenile charges.
Fire Chief Lester Tyra said it was
unclear whether the lire was accidentally or intentionally started.
Allen Ocromc Davis. 17. and
brothers Pedro Isreal l.orcdo. 19.
and Juan Manuel Torres. 17. made
initial court appearances this morning. State District Judge Mary I on
Keel scheduled their arraignments
for March 14
Bonds for the two brothers were
raised from $50,000 to $100,000
alter prosecutors said they feared
their family might move to Mexico
Their attorneys denied the claim.

WFP official says she quit over Iraq-UN wrangling
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD. Iraq — The head of
the UN. World Food Program in
Iraq said today that a stalemate over
a Security Council resolution laying
out a new approach to the nation
prompted her to quit.
"The United Nations is legally
bound to implement it. but the government (of Iraq) is not cooperating
for its own reasons." Jutta Burghardt
said in her first comments sine.
announcing her resignation Tuesd.y.
Burghardt. of Germany, was .he
second senior U.N. relief official to
quit this week citing concerns over
the humanitarian situation in Iraq.
Hans von Sponeck. the UN humanitarian coordinator for Iraq, also
resigned saying civilians are victims
of the standoff between the Iraqi
government and the Security Council.
During the past decade. Iraqis
have struggled under economicsanctions imposed after Baghdad's
1990 invasion of Kuwait. Under
UN. resolutions, the sanctions cannot be lifted until weapons inspectors certify Iraq is free of weapons of
mass destruction.
Von Sponeck, a German diplomat, long has called for a clear sep-

aration of humanitarian aid and disarmament issues.
Burghardt said she fully supports
von Sponeck. whose findings "cannot be challenged by anybody who
has a perceptive mind and heart."
Unlike von Sponeck. who dismissed as inadequate a December
resolution that will partially suspend
sanctions in return for full COOpera
lion with a new weapons inspection
commission, Burghardt said it "has
really positive elements."
With the Iraqi government digging in its heels, however, the resolution cannot be implemented and
the suffering of civilians is bound to
continue, she -aid
Not implementing the resolution
"brings the unresolved issues full
force 10 the ground here - and we
arc supposed to resolve them."
Von Sponeck said the new policy
was flawed and did not make a clear
distinction between civilian needs
and disarmament obligations.
"I do not think this resolution has
a chance to come to fruition vcf)
quickly ... even if that happens I do
not think that this is enough." von
Sponeck told The Associated Press.
His resignation became official
Monday.
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Associated Press Photo
UN — Germany's Jutta Bryhart.it. head of the UN World Food Program in Iraq, speaks to reporters
in Baghdad Wednesday.
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BERLIN
Helmut Kohl's
hand-picked heii -is chief »>i Ger
man) 's Christian Democratic Union
fell victim Wednesday to the finan
cial scandal that has devastated ihe
part) since the former chancelloi
admitted hiding illegal donations
while in office

Associated Press Photo
SCANDAL — Democratic party chairman Wolfgang Schaeuble,
right, and Michael Glos react prior to a faction meeting.

BOW 11

Wolfgang Schaeuble, the part)
chairman and parliamentar) faction
leader, was forced out in a push b\
fellow conservatives convinced that
only .t dramatic break with the old
leadership would save the part)
from self-destructing
especiall)
with two important state elections
coming up soon.

NCJ

C iKr

I

Chancelloi < ierhard Schroedei
willed Schaeuble's departure "prob*
abl) a necessar) step" 10 keep the
opposition pans alive

The parliament (action is to sekvt
new leaders Tuesday, and a new
chairman will be chosen at a congress planned foi April

"The CDU is still on slippery
ground," said Franz Muentefering,
Social Democratic parly manager.

St. John's
Episcopal Church
All Are Welcome!

\ C ()\ I N/W i ( ri l K( r I

1165 HASKINS RD. 352-8483

PASTOR GARY BAIRwww.wcnel.org/-bgcc
lSOSE.Wooster
(across from Wendy's)

—"+

Dayspring Assembly of Ciocl

hurch of the Nazarene

Sunday Morning 10: tOjm
• s, hoolol Ihe Blblo9 30 am

1291 Conneaut Ave BG, OH
PH. 352-2289

t

GfflGE

GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH

BGSU)
FELLOWSHIP-11:00
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St. Mark's Lutheran Church
Welcomes BGSU Students

3 Blocks South ot Campus
e-mail: stmarkbg@wcnet org

Informational Meeting Summer 2000

preD(snt.B

Ch.n<r*>ri

Application Deadline: March 15,2000
AYA Programs in French
ZIOSbatiel Hall
Department of Romance Lan^ua^c

Tel: 572-7146
E-mail: orongofihgnct.bgsu.edu or hmorano@bjinet.bgsu.edu

Tuesday Services:
Adull Bible Study 7 00pm
Crossroads Youth Ministry
Rainbows (ages 3 b|

Alliance Church of Bowling Green
"Great place lo make new friends"
9:80 ii.ui. Sunday School - All -Vies

10:30 a.m. Worship Service
Pastor Jerry Fllger
1161 Napolean Rd. •3523623

f
~
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Spring Break 2000 on South Padre
@ the Sheraton Fiesta

-

-

Come experience the best Mexican Beach Resort in Texas.
203 deluxe rooms, 48 gorgeous condominiums, and a 6,000

Sh.itzel 217: Tuesday. Fehru.irv 22 @7:30pm
•One .»r TWo month options Jurinc |uQtt, July, iirul Aii|tu»l
•Lcam French in an International Envirnnmew
• Fulfill Youi Lanjtuaiee anJ/ot International (Vr»pei
ReifuUemenis
•Earn BGSU French Crcdti
•Uvc wnli ,i French 1 l<»r Famih
■On-Strc PireciM from BGSU
■Kleals and Cultural Excursions Included
•FunJlny V-..il.iWi- lot BGSU Graduate Student*
•Scholarship* Available to I Indcrgraduatc Student
•Moke ilu- Sununei the experience ol a lifetime!

f

We invite you into the family <<\ (loci
Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and i 1:00 a.m.
"Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Salurday evening at 5:00 p.m.
Worship Services on Sunday
.8 30 and 11 00 a.m.
Saturday Worship (Communion)
5:00 p.m.
Sunday School tor all ages
9 45 a m
315 S College Drive
419-353-9305

■

123 E. Court Street
373-1913
E-mail: wotcc@Juno.com
Pastor Jerry Hunt

Monday I nsli I in omi in 7:O0pm
Wednesday S€Tvii:s:s 7:00pm

Watch for Campus Outreach in August 2000

Programs for Undergraduate and
Graduate Students in Tours, France

Sunday Services:
Morning Worship ■ 10 30 a m
Evening Services - 6 30 p m
ChildriTO Churcn- 10 30 am
Sunday School 9 30

IIHMI.H 7:10pm
ll.„.|,ni,K( .,„,,.„. I. Il,.,,l,i|,
.['(..in t l,.|,.| HI.SI

Email: pastorscott@bgnazarene.org

STUDENTS AND INTERNATIONAL WELCOME!

J

<

Saturday Worship 7:00pm

www bgnazarene org

ENTERPRISE ST. (WALKING DISTANCE FROM

( Jo/xJ of /ft///*

17360 N. Dixie Hwy -352 0672 • www-daysprlngasscmbly.org
lusi \iiiiti ol the Woodland Mall
Prec rransportatlon \vallable Call Pasloi Pete

9:15 & 10:30 am Sunday School & Worship
11:45 am UMin Power Hour - home cooked meal
& Bible study for college students

Service Time:
Sunday 10:00 a.m.

353-1

>f.»»»»»;

_

Kohl has admitted illegally keep
ing up lo SI million off the books
from 199; 98, and ins refusal lo
name ihe donors has fueled specula
lion about possible kickbacks ,>\
billies Parliament is investigating
and prosecutors are still considering
criminal charges

'it's important to recognize that
the parlies guarantee the necessar)
stability <>t the democratic system in
Germany." said Schnwder, ihe
leadei ol Germany's othci main
party, the Social Democrats

Bible Centered • Casual Atmosphere • Contemporary Worship

SUNDAY WORSHIP-9:30 BIBLE

Wink- Schaeuble said he wanted
10 make u "new bcymninjj" possible
for his party, ii was unlikely his
departure alone would end the scan
dal ovei illegal donations,
Swiss bank accounts and shad)
bookkeeping thai stretches over
Kohl's quarter-centurj a~ part)
chairman

•'The ('l)t f\s crisis must nol be
allowed to become a crisis foi
democracy," Schaeuble said in
announcing Ins decision i»> relinquish both posts. "This goal ovei
rides all others."

SUNDAY SERVICES, 10:00 A.M.

( >/j (// X 'A Dll XX 'to/ Y,

121 S.

H>*-K_

Kohl protege falls victim to financial scandal

Bowling Green

Web Site
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Get'/
$100^
niscoum per
discount per

Discounled 2nd

square-foot swimming pool are just part of the fun.

Semester Prices!

This beach front property is your Spring Break Party HQ, and

Free PaHies,
Beverages, Prizes!

has worldwide recognition as a premier resort hosting:

-

"

-

MTV, ESPN and upcoming WCW events.
Enjoy our restaurant and bar, plus the swim-up

^
CALL fy/OVVJ

-

-

Palapa Bar and Grill and beach activities during the first
Spring Break of the new millennium.

l

'^Med Space
"•rnsinin^l

Shcralon I - it ■—t-1
_
South I'adrc Island

Absolute best parties, best hotels and
best value!!
»Full Payment ftequired« Otter Good
Through February 17, 2000

Shtuton F1«U
South Padre IsUndBcach Resort
tOO 222 4010
Sheraton Worldwide
Reservations: 800 325 3535
www.sheraton.com

800/328-1509
www.classtravelintl.com
"

"

"

"

"

-

"

~
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ACROSS
1 Jogs
6 Pawomime
dance
10 Grand Coulee
and Hoover
14 Km ot should
1 b Give oil
16 Lotion additive
17 Michigan piece
19 Faint
Al Looked with
malicious intenl
21 Islamic veil
?3 Olympian Jesse
26 Larded esiates
27 Beige shades
30 Not at home
32 Request charily
33 Van Halen ot
Karras
34 Circle ol wagons
36 Have
39 Beal a retreat
40 Daily genesis
41 P. follower
42 Stroke gently
43 Moves on hands
and knees
44 FnggS mate
•IS
Paulo Brazil
47 Er e Canal mule
48 Struck lorcefully
J'j Arranges
52 Tne king ol
France
S4 Pienstic
Protestant
MS I em originator
bu Latin "ditto"
61 ' In :he Good Old

U/akJ...

You get 'em, we get 'em. Forwards.
Most of the time, we just look at these
annoying e-mails and hit the 'Delete'
key. But once in a while, there's a forward that is quite humorous. We here
at Page 3* will strive to bring you forwards that you can read, laugh at,
then perhaps forward yourself.

AN ANSWER TO
CHAIN LETTERS
Hello, my name is Basmati Kasaar. I am
suffering from rare and deadly diseases, poor
scores on final exams, extreme virginity, and
fear of being kidnapped and executed by anal
electrocution.
I also suffer from the guilt of not forwarding 50 billion damn chain letters sent to me by
people who actually believe that if you send
them on, a poor 6-year-old girl in Arkansas
with a breast on her forehead will be able to
raise enough money to have it removed
before her redneck parents sell her to a travelling freak show.
Do you honestly believe that Bill Gates is
going to give you. and everyone to whom
you send "his" e-mail. $1000? How ridiculous is that? "Ooooh, looky here! If I scroll
down this page and make a wish, I'll get laid
by every Playboy model in the magazine!"
What a bunch of bolshevik.
Basically, this message is a big SCREW
YOU to all the people out there who have
nothing better to do man to send me stupid
chain mail forwards. Maybe the evil chain
letter leprechauns will come into my apartment and sodomize me in my sleep for not
continuing a chain that was started by Peter in
5 AD and brought to this country by midget
pilgrims on the Mayflower and which, if it
makes it to the year 2000. will be in the Guinness Book of World Records for longest continuous streak of blatant stupidity.
F@#& that. If you're going to forward
something, at least send me something mildly
amusing. I've seen all the "send this to 50 of
your closest friends, and this poor, wretched
excuse for a human being will somehow
receive a nickel from some omniscient being"
forwards about 90 times. I don't care.
Show a little intelligence and think about
what you're actually contribubng to by sending out these forwards. Chances are, it's your
own unpopularity.
The point being? If you get some chain
letter that's threatening to leave you shagless
or luckless for the rest of your life, delete it.
If it's funny, send it on. Don't piss people off
by making them feel guilty about a leper in
Botswana with no teeth who has been tied to
a dead elephant for 27 years and whose only
salvation is the 5 cents per letter he'll receive
if you forward this e-mail, lest he end up like
Miranda Right?
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IU will rise from his
Death and aestroy humanity. So...
I Let's enjoy it! Campus Crusade for Cthulhu is .1 kike organization wit
|the motto "Why Settle lor the Lesser Evil?" What membership entails:
AII
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Cthulhu: the Other Lord of the Dance.
A "'Twas the Night Before Christmas"— Cthulhu-style!
Boy Scouts? Bah... Get your Achievement Badges fbl Terrorism, Yellow Sign. Nccro
nomicon. Ritual Mastciy, Propaganda and Target Shooting in the Clhulhu Scouts!
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Now forward this to everyone you know.
Otherwise, tomorrow morning your underwear will turn carnivorous and will consume
your genitals.
You go! a humorous forward?
Send il to:
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College doesn't mean maturity

Core values: love 'em or leave 'em
Last week in a USG meeting, Kate Newnam, at-large representative,
made the shocking statement that if you didn't believe in the University's
core values you shouldn't be at BGSU.
"These core values are a fundamental part of being a student at the University," she said. "If you knew these were the core values when you came,
and you disagree, you shouldn't be here."
What is she thinking?
We are at a public university — a place where people go expecting to
encounter different ideas and conflicting opinions. To even suggest that students who don't believe in BGSU's core values should leave is stifling one
of the most important values — freedom of thought.
The core values - - respect for one another, pride in a job well done, cooperation, creative imaginings and intellectual and spiritual growth — are not
something a student must subscribe to in order to be a true BGSU student.
In fact, current BGSU students didn't even have a say into what they wanted their school to value
True BGSU students should be allowed to be individualistic. True BGSU
students should form their own values. True BGSU students decide who
they want to follow, what they want to follow and if they want to follow at
all.
Secondly, contrary to what Newnam believes, not all students know the
values before they come to the University. Students are usually given a quick
overview during their campus tour; and occasionally they have an opportunity to read a few fluffy pieces of literature about these values. Overall however, most students will hear these values, not take them seriously, be
reminded of them when they get to school in the fall and then decide if they
want to buy into them or not.
And you know what?
If they don't believe in them, they actually might make BGSU a better
place because new perspectives and new ideas about the way things should
be done will move this University forward.

Are we still in high school? Is
college really an extension of high
school'.'
I realize there is an adjustment
period necessary — but really, people, after one semester out of high
school there should be some sign of
maturing.
I've been wondering if I'm
trapped in high school lately
because I've been hearing a lot of
conversations that go something
like. "Billy Bob told Sally Sue. who
told Lester's roommate, who told
my cousin, who then told my roommate, who told me that you said ..."
Come on, people, we're grown
up! Or at least I'm giving us enough
credit to be considered grown up!
Do we really need this talkbchind-thc-back stuff.'
If you hear something about
someone and you want to know if
it's true or not. then simply GO
TALK TO THAT PERSON!
Why do people wait until a story
goes through eighteen other people
and the is so corroded you can't
decipher truth from fiction? Besides,
who cares who Sally Sue did this
weekend anyway? It won't matter in
a week!
We should try respecting other

"Can you have fun in
this town without
being drunk or under
the influence of some
other substance1?"
people's privacy and their choices in
life.
Gossip is just like a good news
story: go to the source before you
say anything. Double-check your
facts. Why can't this simple philosophy be applied to real life?
Instead of spreading gossip all
day. try to find a deeper convcrsa

Many mesmerized in mist of marijuana
A "friend of mine" used to be
constantly surrounded by a cloud of
pot smoke. But he wasn't always
~ • like that.
When he first came to school, he
\ was a huge beer drinker. In fact. I
I think he drank every night for the
* first month of school.
After the month-long binge'. drinking session finally halted, he
. settled to the regular Thursday/Fri' day/Saturday night partying.
He lived for the weekends.
Eventually, he started smoking
- pot "every once in a while."
*
He said. "If someone passes a
joint my way. I might as well smoke
- it. But I'm not going to buy any."
Well, (his motto soon became old
" news. He did start buying pot. and
* he did start smoking more than just
* "every once in while."
In fact, his new motto became,
"why wait for the weekends to get
wasted when I can smoke some
weed and catch a quick buzz whenever I want?"
So that's what he did.
He began smoking more and
more weed-.un(il he was smoking
almost every day. It got to where he
was the dude rolling the joints, and
passing the joints at the parties.
It was during this time that I
noticed how he began to change. I
noticed his personality was becoming less and less exciting.
He became more secretive, more
zoned out. less talkative, and a lot
harder to chat with. His sense of
humor also began to fade away.

His "good friends" were suddenly people who smoked a lot of pot.
He began listening to "pot-smokingmusic." watching movies that had
something to do with pot (or were
just "cool to watch when you're
stoned"), and he spent a lot of his
money on weed-related items.
He became very lazy, and wasn't
real happy when he had to leave the
house. He began skipping more
classes, and quitting more jobs.
Basically, he didn't like to do
anything except "smoke weed and
play Playstation."
His communication became completely "out of whack." He couldn't
really get a sentence out of his
mouth without babbling or switching words around.
He also became one of those guys
"who could do things a lot better
when he was stoned — like Jon
Stewart in HALF BAKED."
He would smoke weed before
going to the Rcc. going to the gro-

an
Former USG treasurer
speaks on resignation
first off. my resignation as USG
Treasurer had nothing to do with the
budget.
I resigned for many reasons and
budget difficulties was NOT among
them.
The main reason I resigned is
that, like everyone here. I am a student first.
This means placing my academics above fny extra-curriculars.
Since I am in elementary meth■ ods this semester. I do not have the
lime to devote (during the hours of
trie Business Office (what would be
necessary to do the job properly.
I think that every student, faculty,
and staff member would understand

cery store. Studying, going to class
(if he decided to go), going to work,
and doing homework.
His life was basically a fogg\
haze, until the day he quit!
I started to notice how my "old
friend" was slowly coming back. It
started with his personality.
He began laughing again, joking
around, and his sense of humor
came back to him. He began to get
along with people again, and his
friendly smile was seen on his face
more. He was also able to get a complete sentence out of his mouth
without babbling or switching words
around within the sentence.
He actually left the house and
began going to his classes every day.
which improved his grades.
He rarely missed work, and he
began listening to a variety of music
(instead of just "pot smoking
music").
I also noticed that he had more
money to spend on food, clothes,
and whatever else he wanted.
Basically, he began enjoying the
things in life that he forgot about
during his "foggy days." The things
that used to make him happy were
making him happy again, and the
things he used to look forward to
were looking better every day. On
top of all this, his eyes cleared up
and became bright.
Personally. I don't believe that
pot is addictive. If abused, however.
I do know that it can take over your
thoughts, words, actions, dreams,
music, movies, clothes and friends.

sec that the budget I gave did not
take
out
bills
that
were
unpaid...except for the allocation to
UAO for the spring concert and the
co-sponsorships.
Gresko. on the other hand took
out all of the expenditures (not just
what was paid).
I clearly Mated in the presentation, that we had major expenses to
anticipate such as COSGA (which
Gresko did take out. unlike myself
... because at that point the numbers
were not finalized).
As far as expenditures that were
unapproved. yes there were some.
However, it is the fault of the people
that made those expenditures, not
the Treasurer.
I told USG multiple limes that
ALL expenditures were to be
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Todd Nilcy is a BG News columnist. He con be contorted ot
nileyt@ bgnct.bgsu.edu

approved by myself, however that
did not always happen.
Further, the Finance Committee
dissolved toward the end of the
semester, so there was no check
besides myself.
Joe Stuart is doing a great job
reforming the committee and changing the procedures* and he should be
commended for that
1 fully support the attempts to get
more control over the budget.
I am sorry that you didn't find out
this information earlier, however,
this information did not have to
come from me.
I clearly outlined the reasons for
my resignation to all of USG in an email and simple questioning would
have helped with the answer.
Also, if you miss understood why

I can't seem to find many conversations that don't start with "remember that lime we were SO drunk and
we had SO much fun?"
Can you have fun in this lown
without being drunk or under the
influence of some other substance?
I don't even want to heai the
excuses that there's nothing to do in
BG either, because there are oilui
things to do besides drink IF you
want to do something besides drink!
Try reading a book for fun. going
to a movie, attending a campus
activity, getting involved in campus
life, and spending a sober night with
your friends (it you can still have
fun sober).
College doesn't have to be like
high school!
There is so much opportunity to
grow and change, why don't we lake
it?
Maybe I'm just getting old. and
maybe you need to grow up.
Some people say that the rest of
life is an extension of high school.
GOOD LORD I HOPE NOT!
Laura Solosck is o BG News
columnist. She con hi- contacted by
e-mail oi salasek9hotmaU.com

PEOPLE

on the street

Question: What is the most important core value and ;

Kevin Krysiak
Sophomore
Criminal
Justice
"Respect for one
another because I
,. get no respect

Sophomore

Marny Oestrend
Sophomore
MIS
"To believe in

Athletic
Training
Bottom line —
honestv.""

yourself and Joe."

Nicole Wulf
Sophomore
Integrated
Language Arts
"Pride in a job
well done."

See what's new
in the news!

c:

this.
Further, after the success of the
High School Leadership Retreat. I
decided that I wanted to hold more
events of that nature.
Trying to do two jobs is incredibly difficult and unnecessary when
there were other qualified USG
members to hold the position, like
Nick Gresko.
What your article failed to mention was the reason for my resignation and the fact that I have offered
my assistance to all of USG in figuring out the budget.
I even placed a personal phone
call to Joe Stuart. Head of the
Finance Committee, to reiterate this.
Further, if you heard the budget
presentation and reviewed the information available to you. you would

It can trap you into the "pot culture" before you know that it hit
you.
"My friend" said that he "never
really realized how much effect
weed had on his life until he quit."
He also said. "Looking back at it
now. I realize how stupid and ridiculous I was. and how much time I
wasted in my life."
Now. a lot of you people arc
probably asking the question, "how
do you know what it's like? You've
probably never smoked a joint in
your life!"
Well, if that's what you're thinking, than you're wrong.
You see, there is no "friend."
That "friend" is actually me.
So I do know what it's like to be
trapped in the "pot culture." I have
seen a lot of this stuff happen to people that I know. Once you do quit,
you will look back and realize how
much time and money you've waslcd.
There's more to life than smoking
weed. There's better things in life
than "Northern Lights." but you
won't realize it until you've gotten
out of the culture. Being stoned all
the time hurts you more than you
think.
In the words of Neil Young,
"please take my advice/ open up the
tired eyes."

lion. Talk about the interesting article you read in the paper.
I've also contused BO with the
immature inner workings of high
school, because all the conversations
seem the same.
In high school you needed to ion
form to what the teachers wanted of
you. when you had less of an opportunity to express >our own idc.is (as
least that's how I felt in high
school).
FYI folks, you are attending a
LIBERAL COLLEGE. You can
express your own ideas, and the proIcssois arc a lot more open to them
than the high school teachers ever
were.
Y6u can challenge yourself to
grow and learn more. Learn to think
for yourself!
Instead ot simply saying. "I wonder about Greek Mythology, could it
really have happened ' Those myths
arc so outrageous!"
Don't just say it. or wonder it.
FIND OUT!
Take a Greek Mythology course;
talk to a professor in that field.
Many of the professors have
spent so much time with the con
cents they teach they have written a
book or two.

the two budgets were so different
you should have compared them.
It hurls me a great deal that any- '
one on this campus vwiuld trash a
student for doing the right thing, and
that is placing their academics first.
Further, it pains me to see an article with such blatant disregard for
getting both sides of the story (a few
phone calls to my apartnient in a less
than six- hour period is not proper in
my opinion, especially when 1 was
,ii ,i meeting related to I'SG).
Finally, what hurts most is that a
member of my own organization
would place the blame of this problem on me, when that isn't the case.

Lisa Marcon
Sophomore
Business
"Core values? Isn't
that what the
'Real World' was
supposed to talk
about?"
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Before competing in
Anderson Arena, the
Falcon basketball team
played in the old Men's
Gym, which is now part
of the Eppier complex.

M

Jill Whyde
jwhydel" bgnet.rjgsu.edu

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com
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Bush, McCain argine over tenor, campaign financing Gore urges
rejection
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBIA. S.C. — Republican prcsidennal rivals Oov. George
W. Bush and Sen John McCain
fought over campaign financing and
ihe lenor of Ihcir nominalion contest
in a lesty debale, with Bush warning
that some of McCain's charges arc
"as low a blow as you can give" in
OOP politics.
McCain offered a slern lecture of
his own and demanded that Bush
apologize for an event at which
McCain's commitment to veterans
was questioned by a Bush backer.
"You should be ashamed." McCain
said.
Days before (he South Carolina
primary adds definition to the light
for the GOP presidential nomination. Bush and McCain brought their
differences of opinion before a
national audience for a 90-imnute
debate in which they were joined by
rival Alan Keyes.
McCain has sought to make the
tenor of the campaign an issue by
pulling all of his negative ads and
promising a positive campaign.
But the Texas governor, seated a
few feet away, waved a printed flier
that attacked Bush over Social Security, a copy of which he said turned
up Monday on a car windshield.
"That is not by my campaign."
said McCain.
"It says 'paid for by John
McCain.'" came the instant rejoinder from Bush. In post-debate com-

ments. McCain conceded th;it Bush
may well have been right.
Polls show Bush and IMcCain
locked in a competitive race and the
debate, broadcast by CNN, was the
biggest opportunity the rival s had to
make their case before Saturday's
primary.
They took advantage with relish,
lashing at each other repeatedly and
drawing scorn from the lesserknown Keyes, who repeatedly tried
to inject himself into the debate by
accusing the others of dodging
issues At one point, he suggested
the debate was like a mud fig ht.
"I really am sitting here v.ondering. is this Ihe kind of pointless
squabbling we really want ttiem to
see." he said of the worldwide audience
One of the debate's harsher
moments came when McCain a former prisoner of war, lectured Bush
about a supporter who questioned
McCain's commitment to veterans'
issues.
"I don't know if you can understand this George, but that really
hurts." said McCain, a former Navy
pilot. "That really hurts."
Bush said he shouldn't b>.: held
responsible for what his backers say.
"1 believe you have served your
country nobly." Bush replied,
adding there was a reason fur his
attacks. "I kind of smiled my way
through Ihe early primaries and kind
<>l got detined and I am not going to
let that happen again."

"I 111 ASMK 1*1111 I'KISS

Associated Press Photo
MAIL — Mail carrier Bill Wilson passes a cluster of campaign signs as he prepares to deliver the
mail on Wednesday.
Bush pointed to earlier charges
by McCain that compared Bush to
President Clinton, and had a lecture
of his own.
"Don't equate my integrity and
trustworthiness to Bill Clinton." said
Bush. "That's about as low a blow as
you can gi\e in a Republican puma

Polls show a very close race
between the two rivals in South (!ai
ohna. leaving little doubt about the
reasons
be hi.-id
the
heated
exchanges
There were plent\ ot other differences, t»hi. including over abortion

*#r£f1iuJciii „v[umni . ^socialIon *W*
»
*

24 Hour Towing

and campaign Imances
Bush touted a plan unveiledc.nliet Tuesda) to overhaul campaign
financing, arguing he's long been
focused on McCain's centerpiece
issue McCain derided it as nddlcd
with loopholes

tk
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Is your teacher tops?

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
•Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

If so - let them know!

enforces.
Bradley said Saturday the admin
istration was making "a major
retreat on campaign finance reform"
by naming Smith.

Ever Wish You Could Act
Like A Kid Again?

:

Is Coming!

m

Nominate them for the
Mtistnr TbacHer Award!
Forms now available at
■ Saddlemire Student Services
■ Off-Campus Center
■ Mileti Alumni Center

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH » 353-2526

RALEIGH, N.C — Following
Bill Bradley s lead. Vice President
Al Gore today urged Senate rejection of a White Mouse nominee to
the Federal Flection Commission
Bradley questioned the timing of
administration cold-weather aid to
Northeastern primary stales
The FEC nominee. Republican
Bradley Smith, opposes overhauling
the campaign finance system, and
Gore issued a statement saying.
"The last thing we need is an FEC
commissioner who publicly questions not only the constitutionality
of proposed reform but also the constitutionality of current limitations"
Gore said he had voiced his
objections to Clinton after the nomination was made official. "I did not
know that the nominalion was pending." he told a reporter.
Each party traditionally gets to
choose half of the FEC members,
and President Clinton accepted
Smith even though the nominee
opposes limits on campaign donations, which the commission

M

Nomination forms Due: March 3, 2000
Questions call 372.6849
Sponsored by: Student Alumni Association
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Feb. 25th. 10 pm to 1 am
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Stay Tuned For Mora Details
«
--* * * * *********************************^
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Score Peiiots ar\& Wiio Biq
at''
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FALCON
FAN'FEST

FALCON FAN • FEST

READ & WIN
TRIVIA RAFFLE ENTRY FORM

H0W,Y0UR.

FEBRUARY191

■ Irn I.I ques

Special Souvenir

ENI0PS' NlfcHl
JMERATIVE CUPS
■ ■ be present lo win and claim prize*.

EN'S BASKETBALL

TWO MEMBERS Of WHICH BGSU ATHLETIC
TEAM WERE ON A 19t0 GOLD MEDALWINNING U.S. OLYMPIC HAM?
h. I.'nnis

rst 300 students
at each game!

1530 P.m., VERSUS EASTERN MICHIGAN

ATTEND AND ENTER A RAFFLE FOR A

I

SPPING W>EAK TPIP AND AIP FAPEI

WHAT IS THE LENGTH OF A COLLEGIATE
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY RACE?

ONE LUCKY STUDENT WILL HAVE THE CHA

TO SCOPE A 510,000 CASH PPIZE!

WHICH TROPHY IS AWARDED
FOR THE BEST OVERALL RECORD IN WOMEN'S
SPORTS IN THE MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE?

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

1 p.m., VERSUS MIAMI

TO WHICH UNIVERSITY DID BGSU LOSE
DURING ITS FIRST APPEARANCE IN THE
NCAA BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT IN 19597
i.anii

n I.

WINNING al

TEAM PLAYED IN THE MEN'S GYM. THIS GYM IS
NOW PART OF WHICH UNIVERSITY FACILITY?
.Inun

G

. Here

BG

NEWS

MUFFLER
BROTHERS

m SUM fey

ONE L Iqy

BEFORE ANDERSON ARENA. THE BG BASKETBALL

FALCON
FAN'FEST

[SPONSORS

CAP FRO ^TLYR

gjlgrjTZjjm

THURSDAY, FEB. 17
UHtr m/( v SPRING BREAK TRIP, DIGITAL CAMERA, GIFT CERTIFICATES & MORE
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Scientists seek to teach old
cancer drugs new tricks

Gas leak threatens nuclear plant
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo
LEAK — Steam rises from the Con Edison Indian Point 2 nuclear
power plant in Buchanan, N.Y., late Tuesday. A leak in a steam
generator at the power plant resulted in a brief release of a
radioactive steam but it was below dangerous levels.

BUCHANAN. N.Y. — A small
amounl of radioactive steam leaked
from a Hudson River nuclear plant.
prompting the declaration of an
alert, but officials said today that
workers and residents were not in
danger.
Soon after the leak was detected
Tuesday night, plant officials
declared the alert but no evacuations
were ordered and none was expected, police said.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission said today that plant operators "have stabilized the plant and
are in control of all systems" after
manually shutting down the reactor.
It said the operators successfully
isolated the generator where the leak
occurred.
"Radiological monitoring by the
company at this point indicates there
have been no measurable releases of
radioactivity from the plant." said
the NRC in a statement issued from
the agency's headquarters in
Rockville. Md.
The agency said NRC inspectors
were at the plant to monitor the
response to the incident at the Indian
River 2 plant in northern Westchester County, about 35 miles north
of New York City. The plant is operated by Consolidated Edison.
"There is no danger to the health
and welfare of the general public."
Steve Quinn, Con Edison vice president, told reporters early today.
No plant workers were exposed
to radiation above the level they
would experience in a normal workday, according to Quinn.
"All radiation measurements
around the plant and in the community are within normal readings," he
said.
It wasn't immediately known
what caused the leak, which happened in a tube used to carry hot,
radioactive, high-pressure water to a

pool of cool, non-radioactive water.
Steam, produced when the hot water
hits the cool water, turns a turbine
and generates electricity.
The steam was automatically
released through a vent in the roof of
the containment building, the sealed
concrete building that holds the
reactor, at 7:29 p.m. Tuesday. A
monitor in the vent detected radioactivity and sealed the vent after just a
few seconds.
Quinn estimated about 1 cubic
foot of gas had escaped into the air
outside, constituting a "completely
immeasurable" amount of radiation.
The emergency sirens surrounding the plant were not sounded
because the steam escape was so
small, the utility said.
The alert remained in effect early
today while officials waited for the
water in the plant to cool. Quinn said
the building was accessible but
nothing could be done inside until
the temperature dropped.
The plant was shut down alter the
leak and is to remain closed for
maintenance for at least a week.
Power will be provided by other
plants in the region.
"It's not something we want to
rush." Quinn said of reopening.
"Something unusual happened
tonight."
The plant produces about a seventh of the power Con Edison supplies to its 3 million customers, but
there was no loss of power.
The four classifications for emergencies at power plants, in ascending order of importance, are: an
unusual event, an alert, a site-area
emergency and a general emergency. Only one general emergency
has ever been declared at a U.S.
nuclear plant, after the March 1979
accident at Three Mile Island plant
in Pennsylvania.
The alert was the first in the Indian River 2 plant's 26 years of operation.
<t>\l
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THE ASSOCIATED PHI ^S
FOI half a century, the theory
behind cancer chemotherapy has
been :his: Hit hard, with as much
drug is the patient can stand. Kill
every tumor cell you can. Give the
patien t a few weeks to recover. Then
do it again.
It makes sense, since the goal is
essenl ially to poison cancer cells.
And i t can cure.
In other cases cancers return, and
they come back mean They are
resist: int. no longer affected by the
drugs. Once this relapse happens,
there's often little that doctors can
do.
At recent scientific meetings.
howe ver. researchers have described
startl ing findings in mice that might
indie He a way to avoid that problem.
If they're right it means doctors
have overlooked a powerful anticanc:r effect in their drugs for
decades. It could turn theory on its
head.
The mouse studies are saying

this: Don't go for knockout punches,
giving big doses with long rest periods in between. Jab repeatedly
instead, with more frequent, low
doses.
With that strategy, researchers
say they have eradicated tumors in
mice that should have been incurable. "It's teaching an old drug new
tricks. You're just giving it in a different way." says Robert Kernel of
the Sunnybrook and Women's College Health Science Center in
Toronto and the University of
Toronto.
Doctors have already been using
frequent, low doses of chemotherapy when they have little hope for
cure but just want to control tumors
and relieve pain.
And they already know that a few
drugs work better for achieving a
cure when given that way. rather
than in the usual widely spaced big
doses. Whether that's because of the
theory advanced in the new mouse
research is "anybody's guess," said
Dr. Richard Schilsky of the University of Chicago.

Associated Press Photo
CA NCER — Doctors Giannoula Klement and Robert Kerbel pose
in their laboratory. Their research may improve patients'
chunces of being cured.
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Corona

4th $50

'Kach winner receives a
tanning package from
Aloha Tanning
352-2447

$1.50 Bottles
All Night

Mindy Anthony
Sarah Bateso n
Carrie Caskey*
Jennie Dorko
Elaine Downard
Aileen Glowaicki
Michele Hlebovy
Jessica Levy
Kasey Lingvai

JMslFirst Round

Tdza

Junction Rd.
"errysburg, Oh 43551
872-2826

Outstanding Scholars!

estants only

6 at II :00pm
at 11:30pm
Second Round
Feb. 24th - 12 contestants only
6 at 11:00pm
6 at 11:30 pm
Finals
March 2nd

Register at Mark's Pub

Four Finalist 11:30pm
532 E. Wooster

Elizabeth McKinley*
April Smith
Cathy Stange
Kym Stork
Julie Ferguson*
Alison Gilder
Karen Hanson
Jennifer Lampert
Shelley Miller
'denotes 4.0
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NO PLANS FOR
SPRING BREAK?
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GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000
224E.W00STER
352-0717

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2 baths
• Furnished
• Close to campus
• Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

THE BG NEWS CAN HELP!
GREENBRIAR, INC.

...Get Them While They Last!
Fill out an entry form in today's paper.
Drawing to be held Friday, February 18. NlLWiS

y

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
• www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
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Flashing Fair gives students edge in working world
Our Briefs
NICOLE VALLK
STAFF WRITER

BG News Briefs
UAO sells posters all week
Decorate your room, office or
apartment with posters full of personality! Posters will be sold each
day this week from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
at the Student Services building.

James discusses book at BG
Winston James, an associate professor of history at Columbia University, will talk on his award-winning book "Holding Aloft the Banner of Ethiopia" at 10 a.m. (Location is to be announced).

Dinner theatre held 25th
and 26th
The 11th annual Classic Soul
Dinner theatre will be held at 8 p.m.
Feb. 25 and 26 in 101 Olscamp Hall
On Feb. 25. the cost for students is
$10 and includes h r d'ocuvres; the
night of the 26th '.- .lures a full dinner buffet at a cost of $20. Sponsored by the Center for Multicultural and Academic Initiatives.

When University students go to
the Employer Fair, they may expect
to find an internship or possible
employment for the summer.
"I think the Employer Fair is a
great opportunity to find an internship and f plan on going," said Jason
Byer, sophomore business major.
On Thursday, more than 35 area
and national companies are expected
to discuss their employment opportunities within purchasing and production management, economics
and finance industry.
The event will take place from
6:30 to 9 p.m. in 101 Olscamp Hall.
It is co-sponsored by the departments of management, economics
and finance along with purchasing
and production management and the
Cooperative Education and Internship Program.

women's weight class

Daffodil Days
March 20th
Cancer (acts: hosed m 1998 statistics
• 1228600 new cancer cases
diagnosed each year
• 0«T 1,500 people die daily of cancer

Campus Blotter
Friday:
A student reported that his
computer programming book was
stolen from Olscamp Hall.
There was a complaint reported that three males were videotaping a couple who were inside a
room in Rodgers Hall.
A resident in Batchelder
requested a police officer to
remove her ex-boyfriend from the
building. He left without incident.
A parking decal was stolen
from a car parked in Lot 8.

• 564,000 people die yearly of cancer
• I or 2 men alive today will get cancer
• I o/ 3 women alive
today will get cancer

I
4r"

two mam advantages ■>! attending.
Not tinly docs Ihc l-jn give slu
dents the opportunity to learn aixiut
interview skills, it also gives them
the chance to explore different
career options
The Fair also offers internships
from 40 different companies, which
can lead to an immediate pay-off
Many students are lixiking forward to attending so they can find an
internship.
In 1998-1999. the Cooperative
Education and Internship Program's
"earn-while-you-learn" program
placed 951 students with 378
employers. More than 96 percent of
the employers said they would hire
their student employee if they could
and 99 percent said their student met
or exceeded their job requirements.
For more information about the
Employer Fair, contact the Univcisi
ty's Cooperative Education and
Internship Program office at (419)
372-2451.

The Bl#t

Recreation sports offers
Recreational sports is offering a
class for women to learn the basics
of weight training. "Women on
Weights" will be held Feb. 23 and
March 1 from 12 p.m. to I p.m. in
the Student Recreation Center
weight room.
The cost of the series is $20. To
register, call the recreation center at
2-2711 or sign up at the center's
main office.

According to Ten Sharp, director
of media relations, more lhan 200
students are expected to attend
"I think it is great that the University provides opportunities such
as career fairs and similar events for
students," said Julie Childers. a
1997 BGSU graduate, who is a busi
ness administrative staff member at
Honda' of America Manufacturing
Inc. in Marysville.
Childers. who is a co-op recruiter
for Honda, said career fairs allow
companies to see many students at a
time and tell them about the opportunities available.
Along with Honda, other companies represented at the fair include
Marathon, Ashland Petroleum.
Cooper Tire & Rubber. Owens
Coming and Kohl's.
Attending the employmer fair can
be beneficial to students.
According to Bruce Smith, director of the Cooperative Education
and Internship Program, there are

k

AMERICAN
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A female reported that her
book bag was stolen from the
BGSU bookstore.
Jennifer
Knox. Bowling
Green, was cited for speeding on
Alumni Drive.
Kristen Scmple. Bowling
Green, was cited for speeding on
Alumni Drive.
A male from the Life Science
building reported that an
unknown person left a threatening note on his office door.
Saturday:
The hall stall at Mac West was
notified that four shower curtains
were torn down and several rolls

of toilet paper were
around the rcslroom.
A male reported that someone
had broken the rear window of
his car in the McFall parking lot.
A female reported that someone knocked her driver's side
d(K>r off in Lot 8.
Sunday:
A male student reported that
he was beat up by his girlfriend.
A report of telephone harassment was received from a resident in Ashley Hall.
A male from Bromfield Ha
reported his camera stolen.

Daffodil Days
for the

*

^American Cancer Society

March 20

February 18
* Club Friday Lairy Fish (acoustic pop)
(6 30-9 30 P.M.)
* FREE tour: Gods. Goddesses, and Gargoyles
(6:45 >M.)
* A Century ol Excellence
Toledo's Athcan-American Cultural Legends
(7 P.M.)
* FREE Oulome' Concert

<*>$$$$$$$$$$$

Becky Beard iS'.u)

v£> vj> *X> vj> \J> vf> vjy v& vp Cp *P \J>

Money Orders
1068 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
354-2300

Open every Fnday. 6-10» M
2445 Mow* Sweet Wedo. OH 43620

419255 8000
Utde poiMe b, fljFlflhThlftl ••«*

WOODLAND MALL

WANTS YOU!

'ZtotMl
110 North Main Street
419-352-9222
Lunch • Dinner • Spirits
Largest Vegetarian Menu in Town!
•Thurs•Fri-

•Sat-

80's - 90's Dance
DJ Request Night Upstairs
Upstairs - DJ Request Night
Downstairs - John & Greg live
No cover 21 & over
DJ Request Night with Jeremy
Drink specials all night!

Coming Tuesdays:
Buffet/Bob Marley Night
Frozen Drink and Margarita Specials

21st Century

WEDDING SHOW

Saturday & Sunday

FALCON FAN • FEST
Free souvenir cups to the first 300 students to attend each of
the lii/ion Fan Fest athletic events

DRAWINGS, TOOl

February 19 & 20
• Exhibits throughout the mall both days

^DV^*"
TTtNDlOEN

• FASHION SHOW
2 p.m. both days
Presented by Aunt Pat 's Bridal
Commentator - Angela Atalla. Channel 24 News
* DOOr PriZCS - including a wedding gown - up to
$600 value from Aunt Pat's Bridal and home
furnishings from Amish Oak Gallery

Sponsored by the Sentinel-Tribune

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

1 p.m., VERSUS MIAMI

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

3:50 p.m., VERSUS EMU

HOCKEY

7:30 pm, VERSUS NOTRE DAME

Thurs., Fri., Sat., Very Happy Hour
.
Upstairs, Bottle Beer

.woodland mall
1234 N. Main (Rt. 25) Bowling Green
419-354-4447

www.bgwoodlandmall.com

F AN-F E ST
iThtiGNtws
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The Scent of Fowl Play

^ '••;'V-;

.ii.UH.IiJ*
Tm Assm IAT>:DPHI\S
FINCIIINGFIELD, England —
Who sent Violet. :i fowl insured lor
$1.5 million, lo the great chicken coop
in the sky?
The residents of this picttne pretty
village northeast of London have been
wondering ever since the bird, a bumptious Rhode Island Red WIH> strutted
for yean, among ibc ducks by the village pond, was found dead OIK- chilly
day in December.
Could it be the pub landlord, who
disliked the way Violet fluttered around
his customers? Or one of the village
councilors, allegedly heard planning to
wring Violet's neck alter locals coinplained she was mining the garden
around the war memorial? Or perhaps
the stranger seen driving erratically in a
van?
Suspicions of fowl play abound.
Though Violet's owners Itad insured

the 4-year-old bird's life for $1.5 million after the alleged death threat, no
one has been accused of birdicide.
Paula Flight. 35. who .
bought Violet and her
sister. Ruby, as pets for '
her daughter, believ
the chicken may ha
been done in by an l
enemy,
Although Violet had
"not a mark on her"
when she was found
dead outside her pen
Dec. 3, Flight says
"someone had to undo
the catch and take her
out."
Fox Pub landlord
Mike Puviour denies
any wrongdoing, but readily admits
he's pleased Violet w ill no longer perch
on a shell in Ins 17th-century inn.
Violet, who had the run of the place

-light and her husband
1 lie matter came up at lhe..',next
used to. well, relieve farish council meeting, attended by
light, who recalls. "One councilor
herself everywheie. Paviour notes,
- "and our customers shouted. 'I'll wring its bloody neck '
didn't like it. Also, it Then they discussed who would do the
wasn't very hygienic'' dastardly deed."
"It didn't sound like a joke," she
Members of Finch' ingfield Parish Council adds.
also protest their innoFinchingficld
resident
Simon
cence.
Chairman Burgess, who arranged to insure MoH Edwin Collar concedes tet's life through the London firm Grip,
\
a councilor threatened says the policy — with an annual preto wring the bird's neck mium of $1,680— will pay out only if
once, but insisis "it was Flight can prove Violet was killed and
eaten by councilors or. in a bizarre fil. JS
a facetious remark."
"I'm sorry the lip added by the insurers, abducted by
chicken has passed aliens.
Flight submits that Violet, who feaaway/' he says.
The problem began tures in a local artist's daubs of the vilwhen somebody com- . lagc, did no harm and even attracted
plained Violet was disturbing liaik visitors to Finchingficld. The bird had
arranged around the plants undei the to wander free because she became so
stone cross memorial to wartime dead stressed behind bars that her feathers
fell outi her ownet says.
on Finchingfield's village green.
r_b,

THE BIGGEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE

Wa*f fo gef ahea4 fhis summer?
Then register for su»*wer courses af BGSU' .
Get a BGSU Suttwer catal<>3
and register today.'
Available at locations across campus
For summer dates, deadlines and
registration information see
www.bgsu.edu/colleges/
ContEd/html/summer.hti

earn valuable cr>
in a fev 9hort weeks
For information call
Continuing Education.
International & Summer Programs.

Only Two Days Remaining to
Apply for a job at

Campus
Fact
Line
Jobs begin next fall.
Training begins this spring.
Open to all freshmen and sophomores.
Only 100 applications available.

Deadline for applications is Friday.

;T IM

BGSU

\c;i s

Office of Marketing and Communications
806 Administration Building
For more information call 372-2616

S<>, $7 AND $«
When we're gone visit us at www.postersale.com

>.
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SPORTS
www.bgnews.cotti/$pofis

Boxing

Baseball

"Hurricane"
opponent j
wrongfully
portrayed?

Prime
Time
maybe
long shot

THI.ASSIX

SARASOTA. Fla.

Htm I'm ss

!

— Deion

Sanders is used to being ihc center

PHILADF.LPHIA
A former
middleweight boxing champion II
suing the makers ol The Hurri-

of attention. He likes il thai way. Bui
"'Prime Time" rales as something of
a long shot to make Ihc Cincinnati
Reds' roster this season

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News

Sanders. 32. the Dallas Cowboys

KING OF THE COURT — (Above) The Bowling Green
scoring King stands tall and proud in front of his fans.
Along with Stacey becoming the scoring leader, senior
forward Dave Esterkamp also had reason to celebrate
after reaching the 1,000 point mark for the Falcons.

football player who is trying to
come back as a baseball player in a
return engagement with the Reds,
showed up at spring training lues

Films.
"The Hurricane." released by
Universal last month, is based on the
life story of Carter, who served 19
years in prison alter being convicted
in 1967 of Ihree murders, ihc con-

day — six days before position players were due to report. He said he
has plenty of work to do if he is to
MIKE LEHMKUHLE/
The BG News

win a spot on the Reds' rosier for ihc
season opener April 3.

THIN WHITE LINE— (Left) Falcon
guard Keith McLeod unsuccessfully
tip-toes the out of bounds line.
Despite the turnover, McLeod got his
redemption with two key three point
field goals late in the game to help
seal the BG victory.

"A lot of work, a lot of rcpeiilions," he said "That's why I'm here
now. ... I warned to come in here,
rehab my knee and hit. hit, hit. hit."
He musi overcome leg injuries to
regain Ihe speed thai would make
him appealing lo the Reds as a lead
off hitter and base stealer He hasn't
played baseball since 1997. He

Stacey just 1 of many BG bailers to receive honors
NICK HURM
SPORTS WRITER

signed a nonguaranleed, minorWednesday night's mens basketball game was one for the record
books with Anthony Stacey becomReds general manager Jim Bowing the all-lime leading scorer for
den, a fan of Sanders, hopes the twoBowling Green. Let's take a look
sport star has a go.xl spring Howden back of other record breaking
moments in BG basketball history.
envisions him at the lop of a batting
March 4. 1950- The falcons fall
short to DePaul at Chicago Sladium
order that would include Barry
73-55. It is a record breaking day for
l.arkin. Ken Griffey Jr., Dante | Eugene Dudley. The Falcon senior
appeared in his 126th career game, a
Bichette and Sean Case)
record lhat has not been matched to
"He has lo gel on base and have date
March 16, 1963 BCi All-Amerithai same bla/ing speed he's always
league contract wiih Ihe Reds.

had where he can steal second and
third at will." Bowdcn said "[-very '
lime he gels on. il should be a run or
a chance lo be a run."
Sanders' batting stroke is rusty.
He hopes lo overcome that.
"It's been a while." he said. "But
with the work I'm going to put forth,
people are going lo forget that."
Sanders said he gol the desiu- to
refum lo baseball when he sal in the
stands as a spectator lasi June in
Arlington, Texas, to watch ihe Texas
Rangers play Colorado.

can Nate Thurmond sets a school
record grabbing 31 rebounds in a
consolation game of Ihc NCAA
tournament against Southeast Conference Champion Mississippi State.
Thurmond also added 19 points on
six of 22 shooting. With the mark,
the great Thurmond set a BG record
that still holds today collecting
1,295 rebounds in his career. He also
set the single season rebounding
mark thai season with 452.
February 14, 1964- Falcon
guard Howard "Butch" Komives.
Ihe nations leading scorer, puts up a
record 41 shots against Niagra.
Komives sets an Anderson Arena
record scoring 50 points in a 104-67

victory for the falcons Komives 50
point outburst erased Ihc week old
mark the former all-time leading
scorer set against Ohm wiih 44.
Komives went on to average 36.7
points per game on ihe season
March 8, 1988 Steve Martcncl
finishes his career with a loss in the
MAC Tournament against Ohio. The
BG senior guard scores exactly
1.000 points in his career, scoring 19
in the 79-73 loss to ihc Bobcats
Marlcnct also immortalizes himself
in the BG record books with the
highest three-point field goal percentage in a season and a career
Manenet shot 56.3 percent on the
season and 56.7 percent behind Ihe

three point line in his careei
February 28. 1996 BG senioi
sensation Antonio Daniels becomes
ihe 27lh player in schixil hisioi> to
amass l ,000 career pomis in .i Bowling Green uniform. More impressive. Daniels is only the 13th player
in the programs history to accomplish the feat in three seasons as he
scnics 19 points in front of the home
crowd. Despite the milestone.
Daniels misfires twice in the Iin.il
Seconds as ihe Falcons suffer a 5856 defeat b> ihc hands of Miami.
The RedHawks. lead by star Devon
Davis, would go on lo win Ihe MidAmerican Conference Championship.

Toledo keeps on rolling; Western Michigan picks up big win
THB ASSOCIATED

PRESS

TOLEDO — Craig Rodgers
scored 18 points and grabbed eight
rebounds as Toledo beat Ball State
66-61 Wednesday night.
Rodgers. made 6-of-8 attempts
from the field and made 6-of-IO free
throws. Chad Kamslra. made ihree
of six 3-poinl shot attempts, and
scored 18 points for the Rockets
Greg Stcmpin had 12 points and
eight rebounds.
Toledo, which led 33-25 at halftime, took its biggest lead of the
game when Kamstra hit a 3-pointer
to put the Rockets up44-33 with just

over 15 minutes left.
But Duane Clemens, who led all
scorers with 26 points, put the Cardinals up 57-56 off a jump shot with
less than five minutes remaining.
Lonnic Jones scored 13 points for
Ball Stale and Josh Murray had ten
rebounds and eighl points for Ihe
Cardinals.
Rodgers gave Ihe Rockels a 5857 lead with a layup and then Kamstra hit a 3-pointcr lo put Toledo (1412. 8-7 in Ihe Mid-American Conference) up 61-58 with under ihree
minutes left.
A free throw each by Clemens

and Cedric Moody gol Ihe Cardinals
back lo within Iwo points with 50
seconds left but Ball Siatc( 16-8. 8-7)
could get no closer
Robi Cullars hit a 3-poml shot
with 20 seconds left to give Toledo a
64-59 lead and put the game awav
W. Michigan 92, N. Illinois 85
KALAMAZOO. Mich. — Tony
Barksdale scored 34 poinls and
Thadus Brown added Id, making 4Of-9 3-pointcrs. as Western Michigan beat Northern Illinois 92-85
Wednesday night
The Broncos 110-14. 6-9 MidAmericanl led by double figures

cane." saying the movie inaccurately portrayed him as being "relentlessly pummeled" by Rubin "Humcine ' Cuter in a 1964 title light.
Joey Giardello, whose real name
is Ciimine O.Tilelli. filed the tcder,il defamation lawsuit in Philadelphia against Universal Pictures.
Beacon Communications and

much of Ihc game, laking a 27-15
lead midway through the first half.
Northern (12-12. 6-9) cut the lead to
41-32 at the half, but with 13:08 leti
in the second half Western opened a
62-43 lead.
Northern had a 12-4 spun in ihe
final two minules to cut ihe final
score to seven points
Hut Ttylcn ."Wed 12 poinls and
nine rebounds for Western and Rod
Brown had 10 points and eights
jssisis T J Lux had 30 poinls and
12 rebounds for Northern. Icon
Rodgers scored 19 and Rc\ Jones
added 10.

viction was later overturned
The lawsuit said the movie
describes the fight as having clearly
been won bv Cartel hut that the
judges were influenced by ihe
raciall) charged atmosphere Giardello won bv unanimous decision
"Virtually every boxing expert
then and now will tell you I won the
fight." Giardello said Wednesday. '■
Referee Robert Polls, who scored
the fight 72-66 in favor of Giardello.
said: "They portrayed Joey Giardello as an incompetent fighter. 1
though! it was ludicrous."
The lawsuit seeks to have a video
clip placed at the end ol the movie
showing the actual footage of the
tight, said Giardello's attorney
Pennsylvania Boxing Commissioner
George Bochetto. The lawsuil alto
seeks unspecified monetary dam
ages
"When you identity a real-life
person like Joey Giardello and. in a
totally gratuitous manner, strip him
of his rights, strip him of his di
there's no reason for it and it's inexcusable." Bochcllo said.
Universal representatives said
they were unaware of the lawsuit
and would not comment. A representative at Beacon Communications
said she was instructed not to comment.
Television announcer l.cs Kcnei.
who narrated the real fight, called
ihe mm ic's depiction "fictitious and
ludicrous."
**J.>cv Giardello was a clear-cut

winner." Keiier said "You can't take
awaj .i man's legacy."

On Wednesday, Dmitri Young
agreed to a SI.95 million, one-year

Basketball

contract. The outfielder, 26. was Ihe
last Cincinnati player in salary arbiiralion.
He baited 300 last season with

Rodman causing havoc already
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

14 homers and .56 RBIs in 373 atDALLAS — Dennis Rodman
was suspended for one game and
fined
$10,000 Wednesday, a day
been scheduled for an arbitration
after being ejected from a game and
hearing Friday in Tampa. 1-la.
later saying he wanted lo duke il out
Cincinnati spin its two cases that with David Stern.
NBA spokesman Chris Brienza
went lo hearings, beating pitcher said Rodman's comments about the
commissioner had "absolutely nothSteve Harris ($1.4 million) and losing to do with" the punishment.
Ii is lor falling lo leave ihc court
ing to pitcher Scott Sullivan ($1.1
in a timely manner following an
million).
ejection and for verbally abusing the
In addition lo Young, the Reds officials." Brienza said.
Rodman, who has spent more
scaled with outfielder Alex Ochoa lime wrestling than playing basketball the last nine months, lost control
($862,500). second baseman Pokey of his temper with 7:13 left in just
Reese ($1.95 million), outfielder his second game with the Dallas
Mavericks
Michael Tucker ($3.5 million for
He was hit with a technical foul
two years) and pitcher Gabe White for arguing a non-call, then was
slapped with another when he sal
down on the court in protest A sec($630,000).
ond technical meant an automatic
Outfielder Mike Cameron, the ejection. Ihe 23rd of his career.
Rodman vented to the officials,
eighth Reds player to file for arbilra- '
then snipped his jersey near midtion last month, was dealt lo Seattle court, ran to the baseline and handed
last week in ihe Ken Griffey Jr. trade Ihe shirt lo a young fan. He then
exiled around the Mavericks bench.
and settled with Ihe Mariners at Dallas, which trailed by four at the
time, ended up losing 112-99 to the
$2,225,000.
bals and made S375.0O0'. He had

Milwaukee Bucks.
As he left Reunion Arena following ihe game. Rodman accused
Stern and the league of being out to
get him. He suggested thai he and
the commissioner "get some damn
gloves on and we go in the ring and
we can see who'll come out the winner."
Rodman, who has been throwing
verbal jabs at Stern for years, was
still talking about settling matters
with his Cists after practice Wednesday, a few hours before the suspension was announced.
"I expect David Stern is going to
do something, but I don't give a
damn." Rodman said. "Me and
David Stern need lo clear our differences. Like I said last night, let's get
into the ring. He gets naked. I get
naked and lei's go in and get it on.
brother"
After the
suspension
was
announced. Rodman said through
his spokeswoman: "I don't know
why all this focus is on me. I'm a
competitor. I want my team to win
and. yes. I got upset.
"But I'm being singled out only
because I'm passionate about winning. I'm here in Dallas lo help ihis
learn win. And. you've gol to be kidding me. if everybody is really taking the comments after the game

seriously."
Rodman also may be peeved ai
Stern for forcing him to move out of
the guest house of Mavericks ownerin-waiting Mark Cuban. The com
missioncr said the arrangement violated salary cap rules even though
Rodman was paying rent lie was
given 72 hours lo mine out or the
team would he heavily fined.
"He's moved into a high-rise
apartment." Cuban said Tuesday. "I
don'l know if all ihe stuff is com
pletely moved yel. but it's done."
Rodman's blowup against the
Bucks started because he thought
Milwaukee was gelling away with
playing an illegal defense When the
first technical was called, he went to
Ihe other end of the court and sal
inside Ihe lane. He was whistled
again immediately.
"I told Ihe referee. 'Why don'l
you kick me out for a reason ' let
me hit somebody first. Thai's a good
reason. Don't kick me out because I
sit down.'" Rodman said. "I've been
a marked man for years Nobody
else in Ihe league would have gotten
kicked out for that "
Rodman ac'.ually was having a
good game before being tossed. He
had 16 rebounds - ihe most by a
Dallas player this season — and
added six poinls and four assists

Associated Press photo
MISCHIEVOUS — Dennis Rodman, now with the Dallas Mavericks was suspended a game and fined $10,000 dollars for failing
to leave the court in a timely manner after being ejected Tuesday
during a game against Milwaukee.
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BOWLING GREEN 71, KENT 61
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Young agrees lo onc-vear contract
CINCINNATI
Cincinnati

—

player

in

Dmitri
salary

Young,

the

arbitration,

last

agreed

Wednesday to a $1.95 million, one-year contract.
Young, a

26-year-old

outfielder, hit

.300 last

season with 14 homers and 56 RBIs in 373 at-bats
and made $375,000. I le had been si heduled for a
hearing I riday in Tampa, I la
Cincinnati split its two cases that went to hearings, beating pitcher Sieve I'arris ($1.4 million)
and losing to pitcher Scott Sullivan (SI.I million).
In addition to Young, the Reds settled with outfielder Alex < 'i ho.i
Pokes

($862,500),

second

baseman

Reese ($1.95 million), outfielder Michael

Tucker ($3.5 million for two years) and pitcher
Gabe White ($630,000).
Outfielder

Mike

Cameron,

the eighth

Reds

player to file for arbitration last month, was dealt
to Seattle last week in the Ken Griffey Jr. trade and
settled with the Mariners at $2,225,000.
Youngstoun announces self-imposed penalty
YOUNCSTOWN. Ohio

— The football pro-

gram al

Youngstown state University will give

oul

fewer scholarships

two

for the next

three

years and will also reduce by five expenses-paid
recruiting visits as punishment for NCAA violation^
The

iu> ,rar contract and I Ii
\i

KINGS

sctitatcd RM Ita ild 1 oene trom the u

ed

university

announced

today

that

the

\ A has accepted a report summarizing a two-

ol

i student athlete by a member of the school's

hoard of trustees. The sanctions are imposed by
V
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on
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MONTREAI EXPOS Agreed lo WHB with Ol I'.nn.l Lennomml
Kill' Felipe I o.i on minor-league contrai Is
BASklIBAII
NBA—Su«pended I lalta* I Dennis Rodman n ilhoul paj i"' one Rank'
and lined him $10000 far hbaclion during igarru onrVI' I"'
MILWAUKEI mi KS Signed I MirviJ turlcean lo a conlracl foi Ihi
reni ol th.. MOjon
GOLDEN STATI WARRIORS- IVadedC I. hn Stark* and a tlrsl round
draft pkk i" IheChlcaga Bulln
PHILADELPHIA76ERS
kcquiredC-l tony Kukoe Irom n
Bulb (a I Bruce Bower traded I Bill) Owens and i: Lam "
Ikd Jen Stale Acquired looiBAll.
CAROLINA PANTHERS -Signed I'I la) Williams Reb
i Rii
Anlhon) Redmon
. IM l\\ \ll BENGALS Signed DE Win |hn Booker I
i.inlr.i.l
CiRI I N BAl PA< M RS ■-: .II. I I'I I * l.u.'iiv
MIAMI DOLPHINS Signed S Brian Walkoi
ronlracl
andSKdvinSlgief WRI ore) rhomai ami QB Todd l>
MINNESOTA VlklM.s ]<,■ signed I'Milch Betget loalive yean n
Ir.i. I
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS- Named Mlla Woti Ik ilrenglhand .. n
diUoning coach and Markus Paul .issislanl Hirenglli and condiuoning
coach
N'EWORLI kNSSAINTS -Tended a conlracl olier lo SI Louis Ram*
I in harliei lemons
NEW YORK GIANTS Named Eom Olivadolli Iine>iacker9 coach

National Basketball Association
Mlanlk llimioii
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IW A

upon

.1 lull l'

member of the NCAA, it's incumbent

YSU

lo understand and

comply

with all

\( A \ rules," football coach |im Tressel said.
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Poll sitter Earnhardt thinks streak is racing to final close
Im

ASMS

nun I'Kiss

Sunday's main event

The two former Indy-cai drivers

"We're working on our car and
DAYTONA

BEACH.

I la

got

inlo

a

shoving

match

in

the

the main event in the Hud Shootout,

—

gelling il better." he said. "If you can

garage area atfei arguing about the

Dale Earnhardt suspects his streak is
done.

sla) oul of (rouble, you can have a

accident. In trying to break up Ihe
confrontation, a Stewart crew mem-

two-time

A couple of drivers were unable
in slay din of trouble on Wednesday

ber left a bloody cut neai Gordon's

dominate on Thursda)

in Ihc final practice before ihc qual-

Rookie Dave Blaney also crashed

He has 10 straight victories in the
Gaioradc 125-mile qualifying races
for the Daytona 500 and is sure that
siring will end Thursda)

pretty good daj

mouth

Virtu.ills

everyone

Daytona

expects

500

winnei

the
lo

None ol

to win. try lo keep Earnhardt from

rookie, got into a scuffle with Robby
Gordon after the two had a fenderbender on Ihe track. Siewarl nudged

Jarreii is ihc guy lo beat, Earnhardt
is also certain Ins No. I Chevrolet

ihe rear of Gordon's car while Gor-

Friday, Jarrctt's No 88 Ford Taurus
has been overpowering. He easily

don was trying to make I pass, spin

won the pole for Sunday's 500-milc

Monte Carlo can ho competitive in

ning him off the track.

race, then won a qualifying race and

up in a crash and ending up on his

last

year's

top

Ihe cars were badly damaged
Since ihc slock cai
Daytona Speed Weeks

ponion ol
began lasi

His

new

Robed

redesigned

General

have

an

Motors

Fords,
teams

aerodynamic

which
insist

advantage

Pontiacsand iheii totally redesigned
( he\> Monte '
With

winning 11 m a row," Jarrett said

But as certain as the seven-time
Winston Cup champion is thai Dale

Stewart,

the

the

ovei hoih iheii virtually unchanged

"Jarrett has a lock on Ihc show
right now." he said.

Tony

Scattered

Those two are the class ol
partially

year's lop qualifiers

"All I can say is I'm going to IT)

during the practice session

ifying races

tool on the last lap

a made-for-TV race foi ihe previous

Yales

Racing

teammate, Ricky Rudd. has been
almost as good Rudd look the out-

ihc

.II

them

ihe

the Chevys of Earnhardt, defending
Daytona 500 champion Jeff Gordon
and Sterling Marlin.
Robby

Gordon,

who

cars diuded

between

has

been

has placed most of ihe best

Ihe last two days, is also in Ihe first
race
"It's

pretty

incredible."

Jarrett

said of the first race lineup. "It's not

Side spoi on ihe Ironl row for ihe 5(K)

cars in the openei
Starting tight behind Jarrell will

and ran nose-tn tail vMth Jarrett in

he the Tauruses of Dill Elliott, Maik

Started looking down our race and

the Shootoul before getnng caught

Martin,
Rusty
Wallace
NASCAR rookie Scott I'ruell

Said,

and

lhat either race is easy but. man. 1
'Well, we'll know where we

stand for ihc 500. aside from Ricky.'

t1M" '"" ,5(
RRRRRT

MEMBERSHIP
SERVICES
• Emergency road service
• Towing service
• Lockout service
• Triptiks & maps
• Tour books & camping directories
• Hotel/motel reservations
• Disney vacation packages
• Universal Studio packages

• Airline tickets
• Car rental
• Rail tickets
^r
• Cruises
**>n»*Sf
• Tours
• Passport photos
• Insurance
Stop in and Visit Our
Professional Staff

7MZ
Proud Sponsor of the
Falcon Fan Fest
Grand Prize Giveaway
Saturday, February 19,2000

Northwest Ohio
Wood County
414E.WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 352-5276 • 1 -800-328-4123
Fax(419) 353-4007

are

.inning the fastest drivers in practice

b>s

the qualifying races, the luck ol the
drau

behind

Grand Prixs ol Ken Schrader. Stewart and Bobb) I ahonte. as well as

Standing, Left to Right: Laurel SautterSharp, Caroline Graham, Martha Atkins,
Brenda Bozeman, Kim Brumbaugh,
Seated: Ann Rumschlag & Debbie fa I Ion

Q

FALCON
FAN-FEST

_ Thursday, February 17. 2000

NEIGHBOR HELPING
NEIGHBOR .

Daffodil Days
March

IAMERKAN

20

TSB8?

OHIOOIVlSf*. HC

talented BCSU
athletes were on the
1980
cold
Medalwinning U.S. Olympic
Hockey Team.

IMrnTiVI

■
g
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BG
NEWS
Classified
Ads
372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly accept
advertisements that discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race.
set, color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status
as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected status

Campus Events
"Dance Marathon"
Pul on your dancing shoes
& poodle skirls!
Beyond 2000 Ice Cream Soc Hop1
Fri Feb. 18 7-11pm.
S2 at door & proceeds go to the kids!

* '^ '
M US

r*B ™>B r*B nt>B ro> 1
■

H

The BG News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as those found to he
defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading or false in nature All advertisements arc subject to editing and approval.

TWO

The sisters of
Gamma Phi Beta
inviie you to
attend our
Open Recruitment
When: Feb 16 & 17
from 8 to 10
Where: RDB House
Why: So you can
meet the first
real sorority on
BGSU's campus!

a

-r

03

s
e

SM'.I si<l>.l ihl>.l il<I>.l il<l> 1

CENSUS 2000-STUDENTS COUNT
Come and team about the Census
Why it's important & what to do
When: 24th Feb., 2000 Thursday
Where Olscamp Hall 101A. 3-4 pm
FREE GIFTS AND SNACKS
Do you want to be a kid again?
BIG PLAYGROUND 2000
Saturday, February 25, 2000
10:00pm-1:00am
Rec Center
Golden Key National Honor Society
Beach Ball-a-Thon. Thursday. Feb. 17thFnday Feb. 18th. Noon to Noon. Location
is the grassy area by Education Building
All proceeds go to Dance Marathon
Questions/comments to tonyJObgnet.
KA'Kappa Delta"KA
Fun, firesides and friends at the
Kappa Delta House Ski Lodge
Tonight from 8-8:45 « 9-9:45.
We can't wait to see you there!
KA'Kappa Delta'KA

Who Cares?!!

Campus Events

Services Offered

No plans lor spring break?
Try an alternative trip1
Go to Appalachia to do service (or people
1
in need Questions/Interested. Call Sarah
at St. Thomas. 352-7555
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
Enter to win 2 tickets to
March 31st concert
Education Building Steps
$1 a piece or 6 tor $5
Benefits Dance Marathon
Bursar able
FOO FIGHTERS

Personals

Want lo revenge your old roommate?
Your ex? Have them arrested lor Kappa
Delta's annual Jail & Bail. Arrest tickets
sold next week. Feb. 21-25 in the Education and Math Science Bldg tor only $1
per arrest!

AOII AOII AOII AOH AOII AOII
The sisters ol AOII congratulate
Amy Miller on her pearling to
Korey Ketcham'
AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi would
like to congratulate Cyndi Redman on her
pearling to Drew VanNort!

Travel

Congratulations lo the sister of the week
Heather Bates

xn xn xn xn xa
xn xu xn xn xa

#1 Spring Break Vacations' Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida Best Prices
Guaranteed1 Free Parties & Cover charges! Spaces limited, book now' All major
credit cards accepted! 1 -800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours com
""Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 Nights $279! Includes Meals « Free
Parties! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
springDreak1ravel.com 1-800-678-6386.
—ACLMOjaU LAST CHANCE TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR SPRING
BREAKI DISCOUNTS FOR 6 OR MORE!
SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN, JAMAICA.
BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO. FLORIDA &
MARDI GRAS REPS. NEEDED ..TRAVEL FREE. 800-838-8203
WWW LEISURETOURS COM
■Spring Break Panama City $129' Boardwalk Room w/kilchen Next to Clubs! 7
parties-Free Drinks! Daytona Si49' South
Beach $159! Cocoa Beach $179'
springbreak1ravel.com 1 -800-678-6386.
SPRING BREAK 2000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT. THE "FUN
PLACE"! HOME OF THE WORLDS
LARGEST KEG PARTY. DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS.
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS. 3
POOLS, LAZY RIVER RIDE, WATER
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB, MINI GOLF. GIFT SHOP. SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
Spring Break 2000
Panama City Beach. Fla.
Accommodations directly on
the stop lor only S170-100
per night. All rooms sleep 4-5 people
Call and book now'
850-234-3997

r«i>B ■ roB • roii • r<i>B
The sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta would like
to invite you to attend our open
recruitment at the P<I>1S house Feb 15,
16, & 17trom 8lo 10pm.
Hope to see you there!

r«i»i> • i <I»H ■ IIIH • I<I>B

Kappa Delia would like to congratulate
sister Elizabeth McFarlane on her position
on Panhellenic Judicial Board. Great Job!

KKP KKX KKP KKX KKI"
Congratulations to our sister ol the week!
We love you Becky Stacho'
KKIKKIKKIKKIKKI
NAILS
Spring Break Special
Full set S25 with Ann at
Mane Style Salon - 353-6263
New Group Forming Now!
Does someone you care about have a
problem with alcohol or other drugs?
Want to learn new & effective ways of
coping^ A 6-week education group is
forming now. If you want to learn more
about this group call Carne Belair at the
Wellness Connection 372-WELL (9355)
ONLY 2 DAYS LEFT TO APPLY!
DOES EVERYONE COME TO YOU
WHEN THEY HAVE A QUESTION? DO
YOU LIKE KNOWING ABOUT THINGS
FIRST? DO YOU LIKE TALKING TO
PEOPLE?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions, we have a question for you.
Want to work at Campus Fact Line?
Now hiring operators for jobs beginning in
the tall Open to freshmen and
sophomores. Only 100 applications
available and they are going fast
Applications are due Friday' Apply
in the Office of Marketing and
Communications, 806 Administration
Building. Jobs begin next fall, training this
spring. For more information
call 372-2616.

Every Monday is

College
Basketball
Night!
/

Free Food, Fun,
and No Cover
with College ID.

Check Out
Tony's
Twisted
Tuesdays!

• Garbage Disposals
• 3 & 4 person rates
$675 /mo. + electric (4 person rate)
$625 /mo. ♦ electric (3 person rate)

FOR A LIMITED TIME $300 Deposit
Some Restrictions may apply

ONLY 2 DAYS LEFT TO APPLY!
"'CAMPUS FACT LINE"'
M! CAMPUS FACT LINE '"
JOBS",JOBS",JOBSI"JOBS"!JOBS"»
TODAY"'TODAY'"TODAY"'TODAY'"
Now hiring operators for Campus Fact
Line Open to freshmen and sophomores
Only 100 applications available and they
are going fast Applications due Friday!
Apply in the Office of
Marketing and Communications. 806
Administration Building Jobs begin next
fall, training this spring For more
information call 372-2616.

2-3 subleasers for May-Aug , $180/mth *
utilities, own bedroom. Campbell Hill, spacious, Call Beth 353-6918

Today Through Feb 21

Help Wanted

We Care! We Care! We Care! We Care!
Be a Welcome Leader!
Help new students adjust to life at BGSU
and polish your leadership skills Pick up
an application in Office of Student Life.
405 Saddlemire Student Services.
Due by Fn , Feb. 18 © 5pm
Call 2-2843 for more information

OPEN YOUR HEART WEEK
Aspiring Writers
Inform, Expose
Provoke, Explain
Tell, Ask, Vent. Change
an online college community
email earn ©mamcampus com
S25 per article!

Join the fun'
Meet Someone Cool'
Do something nice for someone
just because you can!
Come to 219 University Hall to
pick up your hearts to pass

Luv from Springboard
Turning Points
An informal discussion group about
eating disorders, weigh! issues, and
normal eating Beginning Wed . Feb 16
3 30-5 00pm for 7 sessions.
To register call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by Counseling Center
and Student Health Service
Worried about pregnancy'*''
Free. Pregnancy Tests Confidential and
Caring. 354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.

BCSU lost to Marquette
at its First appearance
in the NCAA basketball
tournament in 1959.

ami RT

Camp Wayne for Girls-sister half of brother sister camp m Pennsylvania (3 hrs
from New York City) If you love children
and want a caring, fun environment we
are looking to hire staff from 6/208/18/00 for: Tenms. basketball, soccer.
volleyball, gymnastics, aerobics, cheerleadmg. swimming, sailing, waterskiing,
self-defense, ropes, fine arts (ceramics,
sculpture, drawing, painting, silk screening, jewelry), photography, piano, guitar,
drama, video, group leaders On campus
interviews March 13th Call 800-2793019
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-lime, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is S5 30 per hour with an automatic S 25 per hour increase to S5.55
after 100 hours ol service with the company. These are unskilled Jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts
Apply in person between the hours of
9 00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC.. 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green.
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko s and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks

$100.00 OFF
with coupon
Apartments
Rented
2/1-2/18

*C2v

First Month's
Total Rent
"Limited Time
HURRY..
Expiers
2/18/00

Hours:
224 E. WOOSTER
Mon.-Fn. 9am-5pm
Bowling Green,
Saturday 9am-1 pm www.wcnet.org/~gbrental OH 43402

A Different Theme
Each Week!

Every Wednesday is Amateur Night!
10pm $300 1st prize $100 2nd prize
Hey Ladies!
Millennium
Men
135 S. Byrne Rd. Toledo 531-0079 www.deiawu.com

323 and 33 I Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

March 26th

<•« «» «•■•"»
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

All Units Include:
• 2 bedrooms
•2 baths
• Dishwasher

1-2 sublsrs needed No sec dep Fum
2 bdrm apt $275 mo per person plus
gas & elec 610 2nd St. *D Avail immed
Lease Aug 2000 Kim at 353-8259.

—MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS--

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

• E. Merry Avenue (516)
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue

No plans for spring break''
Try an alternative trip*
Go to Appalachia to do service for people
1
in need Questions/Interested, Call Sara
at St Thomas, 352-7555.

1 Rmt for sum 00 & yr 00-01 M/F Close
to campus 4 downtown, washer & dryer,
own room, $260/mth, no ulls. Call 3533410, Mary or Jasmine

18 & older Lounge and our Newly Added 21 & older
VIP Members Only Lounge!

Applications Due Feb. 18th @ 5:00pm

<Hs.

Congratulations to sister Beth Schubert of
Kappa Delta on her position as Community Service Chair for PanheM We knew you
could do it1

The Public is Always Welcome!

Help New Students!
Have Fun!
Meet New People!
Polish your Leadership Skills!

Questions? Contact Adriana Olivares @ 372-2843

Wanted

FALL 2000Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

Be A Welcome Leader!

Pick up an application NOW!
Office of Student Life
405 Saddlemire Student Services

Personals

ATTENTION
Student Teachers in Fall 2000 Semester
Required TB Skin Test (PPD)
Tuesday February 8th (Last names A-M)
Monday February 21 st (Last names N-Z)
5 00-6 30pm
Student Health Service
Fee S8 00
Bring your student ID

^Sfc.You Do!
■&■
iV
-&■
■&
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ThelKi News

318 Conneaut #A-C

McDonald

Join us for Lunch!

MONDAY - FRIDAY
Lunch lL30ajn. - l&Ofxm.
Dinner 5:00p.m. - 7:OOpji\.

* One Bedroom Apartments
* Unfurnished
*Loeated Down The Street
From The City Park
#A $420.00, #B S315.00, #C
$360.00 per month for a 12
month lease plus electric

for Lunch Reservations call
1

g

QT

T 332 S. Main St.

352-5620

www.newloverealty com

i^Hj
BF^I

TTTTTTTjrrri.l

Restaurant

Cash. Debit Dining Select, BIG CHARGE,
Department Charges, Visa,
Mastercard, and Golden Buckeye discount
Accepted

4

I

The BG News
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains. PA.
Lohikan, 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com.

Barry's Bagels now hiring counter help
3rd shift. Contact Suzie at 354-0011.
Groovy dude1 Get paid while you surf the
internet! It's that easy with no gimmicks:
www groovydude.com.

PUT-IN-BAY
Help wanted for the 2000 season:
event staff-personnel
cocktail people, bar backs, security,
sound tec & stage lighting personnel,
Chef's, short order cooks. Housing
available lor all jobs. Spend a summer at
the bay.
The Beer Barrel Saloon
419-285-BEER
Special person needed to provide social activities for developmental^ delayed adult male. (Rec Center swim,
shopping, etc.) 3-5 hours a week. Call
352-7143. $6/hour.

Help Wanted
Attention
Fraternities " Sororities * Clubs * Student
Groups
Need to earn $1,000-52.000 tor a student
organization? CIS, the original fundraiser
since 1995, has the solution with an easy
three-hour fundraising event
Accept no imitations.
Dates are filling quickly! Contact us for
immediate results at (888) 698-1858 or
apply on line at fundraismgsolutions.net

Fraternities ■ Sororities '
Ctubs' Student Groups
Student organizations earn
$1,000-52,000 with the easy
campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
call today! Contact campusfundraiser.com
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www, campusfun0raiser.com.

SPRING

last
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Now on Cable Channel 6

BahamAS Party

530-live
Re-broadcast at
10:30 8.7:30am

Cruise $279
Panama
$139
City u*tumi. nmtt *w 5uwtm > m>
Florida $149
Staff • MM MOT • fiw P»rt** • bcMH I*IM

• *gr* • Owlort* South tacft CotMlMdi

Cancun & Jamaica $439
7 Mfhti • A* - HMM • <<•» (eoeJ A SO Kn 01 Dn»»u

ipringbrcakiravcl.com - Our I3ch Year!

1-800-678-6386

Thursday, February 17, 2000

c

Wood County's
only LIVE local
Television news
source

READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!

>

Marathon Special Products
Local manufacturing company seeking individuals willing to work on 2nd and 3rd
shifts. We offer an excellent physical work
environment. Part-time production positions available. The positions offer a minimum of 12 and maximum of 20 flexible
hours per week. Could work into a full
time position for summer. Wages starting
at $7.22 per hour plus shift premium. Applicant must be a non-tobacco user.
Qualified applicants can apply at Marathon Special Products. 13300 Van Camp
Road, Bowling Green, Ohio between the
hours of 8:30am and 3:00pm Monday
through Friday EOE/M/F/H/DV/VV.
ONLY 2 DAYS LEFT TO APPLY!
!!! CAMPUS FACT LINE !!!
!!! CAMPUS FACT LINE !!!
JOBSM'JOBSH'JOBSIMJOBSI'IJOBS!'!
TODAYM'TODAY'"TODAY'!!TODAY!!!
Now hiring operators for Campus Fact
Line. Open to freshmen and sophomores.
Only 100 applications available and they
are going fast Applications due Friday'
Apply in the Office of
Marketing and Communications. 806
Administration Building. Jobs begin next
fall; training this spnng. For more
information call 372-2616.
ONLY 2 DAYS LEFT TO APPLY!
DOES EVERYONE COME TO YOU
WHEN THEY HAVE A QUESTION? DO
YOU LIKE KNOWING ABOUT THINGS
FIRST? DO YOU LIKE TALKING TO
PEOPLE?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions, we have a question lor you:
Want to work at Campus Fact Line?
Now hiring operators lor jobs beginning in_
the (all. Open to Ireshmen and
sophomores. Only 100 applications
available and they are going fast.
Applications are due Friday! Apply
in the Office of Marketing and .
Communications, 806 Administration
Building. Jobs begin next fall; training this
spring. For more information

call 372-2616.

SUMMER JOBS
Female and male counselors needed
for top children's camp In Maine.
Top salary, room/board/laundry, clothing
& travel allowance provided Must love
children and have skill in one or more of
the following activities: archery, arts &
crafts (ceramics, stained glass, jewelry),
basketball, canoeing, kayaking, dance
(tap. pomte & jazz), field hockey, golf.
gymnastics (instructors & qualified spotters), horseback riding/English hunt seat.
lacrosse, digital photography, videographer, piano accompiamsl.
pioneering/camp craft, ropes (challenge
course. 25 stations), sailing, soccer, softball, tennis, theatre, theatre technicians
(set design, costumer). track & field, volleyball, waterskiing (slalom, trick, barefoot, jumping), W SI /Swim instructors,
windsurfing. Also opportunities for nurses,
HTML/web design and secretaries
CAMP VEGA FOR GIRLS!
COME SEE US!
wwwxampvega.com
E-mail: jobs@campvega.com
Call 1-800-838-VEGA
We will be on your campus Tuesday,
March 28, 2000-Olscamp Hall Rm 104
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
FROM10AM-4PM.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.

Summer Work for Students
Men witling to learn and work on wood
floors including gym floors. Starting when
school is out for the summer until the end
of August. Work consists ol operating
equipment, including floor buffers and
floor sanding machines. Also measuring,
aymg out and painting game lines and art
work. And applying gym floor finishes. We
will thoroughly train you in all phases of
the work Job pays $8.00 per hour. You
can expect between 40-50 hours per
week. Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual and reliable and willing to accept
responsibility. Please contact Bob Koch
419-385-5814 or fax resume to
419-385-6483.

The Jacoby Trophy is
awarded for the best
overall
record
in
women's sports in the
Mid-American
Conference.

Summer Counselors
Great staff-Great facilities-Great Experience. NY S Co-ed resident camp 2
hours NYC, Athletics, Baseball, Basketball, Tennis, Roller Hockey, Swimming,
Waterskiing, Boat River, Woodworking,
Photography, Ceramics, RopesAVall,
Kennybrook-633 Saw Mill River Road,
Ardsley, NY 10502 Fax (914) 693-7678,
1-800-58-Camp2. E-mail:
Kennybrook & AOL .com.
Talented, take charge person for infant
and preschool unit and daycare center,
work directly with children and interface
with parents, afternoon hours available.
Call 878-4190 for more information.
Telephone interviewing. NO SALES. Helaxed atmosphere, flexible scheduling. In
Perrysburg 874-5842
Telephone order clerks full/part-time.
$6.0O/hr guaranteed. Daily bonus avail.
Start immediately 353-8705
Too many customers-no! enough dancers
No exp necessary, will train. FT/PT

419-476-6640
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Wood County Senior Center needs
volunteers to deliver meals, to help out
senior citizens in BG. For Information call
Stefanie at 353-5661
WANTED: TEAM MASCOT. The Toledo
Mud Hens are looking tor an outgoing,
gregarious, responsible person to fill the
role of Muddy the Hen, team mascot. A
love for children is a must! Muddy is present at all 73 home games from April-Sept,
and at any outside appearances. All serious applicants send a cover letter and resume immediately to: Toledo Mud Hens
Attn Kerri White 2901 Key St. Maumee.
OH 43537 or e-mail to
kern & mudhens.com.
Web users wanted Earn S the E-commerce way. www.dreams4you.net. 888800-6339 ext. 1149, leave email address.
Work in electronics, full-time or part-time.
Experience not necessary. Start at $6.00
per hour including bonuses or more if full
time. Also periodic raises. Apply Tosh
Electronics. 1150 Haskins Road,
Bowling Green.

For Sale
13" color TV (bought in June '99). S70
obo, coffee maker (used one) S10 obo,

353-4525.
1978 Chevy El Camino
New tires, runs well.
Call Jackie 354-3289
93 Ford Tempo Runs great. 115K, 1,800
Obo. 419-353-8085
'94 Ford Taurus, excellent cond. 78K
miles, white w/blue interior. $4,900. Call
419-832-4404 eve.
Free puppies Rottweiler mix 419-6553378.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police
impounds! 0 down. 24 mo at 19.9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558.
Owners say "SELL" this 16x80 mobile
home at »92 Maple Hill Park, BG. 16x80,
3 bdrms, 2 baths, many updates, and offering possession at closing. Call Ruth
Ann Kramer, Cavalear A. A. Green Realty. 352-5331 #15.

SPRING ^

BREAK U
nar TWA

Beit Prices ♦ Best Parties
Best Airlines-Saturday Flights

Trips Arranged

Package Includes:
• Airfare from Detroit
(DTW) to Cancun
_..,...

,

Through:

CANCUN o* S3 99
JAMAICA **$469
MAZATLANV$399
ACAPULCGV$449
S. PADRE <*$409

800-654-62I6

Visit us it www.dtytontbetckKsoit.coii

SAVE $$ Ask about,,
our internet sDecial!

. Class Travel Intl.

• 7 nights lodging (quad
occupancy) in a beachfront hotel

Management inc.
PALL OPENINGS

1.800.426.7710

sunsplashtours.com

• 5 hours of parties each day
Winner responsiDle for transportation to/from Detroit and
$70 tax &SV insurance. Employees of Student Publications ana
The BC News are not eligible.

ENTRY DEADLINE
Friday. February 18,3:00pm
Winner will be notified by
Monday, February 21, 5:00p.m.
NAME

Management Inc.
IlillsdaleApts. 1082 Fatrview,

MANAGEMENT

Management Inc.

130 E Washington Street, Houling Grcci

Fall Openings

Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios 1 bdrm. laundry on site.
Starts at $250
Call 353-5X00

Management Inc.

PH0NE#
RETURN FORMS TO 204 WEST HALL

ENTER AS OFTEN
____ AS YOU LIKE!

BG
NEWS

(Photocopied reproductions of
tris form win not De accepted!

BG
NEWSj

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth Si..
I bdrm. Remodeled.
Starts ai $400

Avail. Now & Fall

Jav-Mar Apartments
2 bedroom Apts.
Sd75/mo.
12 mo. lease
Lii*

Management Inc.

ma

Furnished & Unfurnished

COMPUTE APT. MAKEOVER!
$550/mo., 12 mo. lease
The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd
One bedroom laundry facilities
in Dbg. ale. quiet.
From $395/mo

Grcenbeaver
Apt. 642 S. College
2 bdrm: Allows pets (extra I)
Starting at $460

Management Inc.
Willow House
830 Fourth St.
REMODELED/Air Condition
dishwasher / garbage disposal
I bdrm.
Starts at $400-Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

'Fantastic Rural Setting
Spacious 3 ♦ BR. rural setting recently
upgraded city services.
W/D, gas heat, Grad./Prof. prel.
$995/mo. Call 354-6036
www.wcnet.org/-Highland
"Houses, Apts., Rooms 00-01 S.Y."
Houses; 916 3rd St., 6 bod-new carpet
307 1/2 E. Reed-3BR, washer/dryer
211 E Reed, Up or Down-New Carpet
326 Leroy Up or Down
Apartments; 311 -316 E. Merry, 2-Bed
AND MORE Call 353-0325 9-9.
Listings 24 hrs. 316 E Merry #3
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000

352-7454
1,2.3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apt*.

353-7715
1-2 subleasers needed, M or F, dose to
campus, $300/mth unfurnished, or
$350/mth furnished. Move in ASAP. Call
353-9244.
2 subleasers needed for summer. 2 bdrm.
apt. across from campus. $485/mo. Free
g*a water and cable TV Call 353-1802
Apt's avail, for summer or fall. Call for
more info and pricing. 601 3rd, 704 5th.
710 7th. 352-3445 (2 bdrm furnished
avail now).
Apts. for 2000-2001 school year
1 to 3 person - 12 mo. leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm
Available August 15,2000
All close to unlv., all reg, 1 year lease.
'3 BR house, excellent cond, $800/mth
plus utilities
•Small 2 BR house, 2 people max..
$400/mth plus utilities

'3 BR apt., S550/mth plus utilities
Call 686-4651
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St. gdhov©wcnet org 354-9740
FALL 200072001. Now leasing.
1 bdrm starts $395 & elec/free heat
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/free heat.
W/D tacil, AC, parking/walk-in closet,
lurn./unfum. renovated, quiet. No pets.
Houses for rent: All 12 month leases, tenants pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
730 Elm-2 BR, $475/mo. avail May 1
316 Ridge(Front) -2 BR. $600
avail. May 23
217 S. College-3 BR, $630 avail May 23.
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
after 5:00pm.
Small 2 bdrm house New paint, new carpet Call Pat at 352-2190 for details.
Subleaser needed for May through Aug. 1
bdrm. apt 619 S College »4. Jessica at
354-9732.
Subleaser wanted tor 1 bdrm. apt. til May
31st. Very spacious, free cable. Call 937849-6289 or 353-5800.
Village Green Apts.
2 bedroom Apts.
Available for August.

Call 354-3533.

The length of a
collegiate
women's
cross country race is
5,000 meters.

}mm

Sk

Flower Power;
Daffodils fighting. Cancer
March 20

LiA/iv^ Cavwafr
445 E. Wooster St.
353-5992 OR 354-5203
Tobacco Pipes &
accessories & Gilt items
Tattoos & Piercings
in the Bank Vault

Spring Break
Piercing Special
• Navel & Eyebrow •
only $30

Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise

CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN /
CAMPUS
lbdrm. / Utilities included
Starts at $335-Call 353-5800

The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C.
on-Ste laundry, ceramic Ne,
soundproof construction, skylights
dishwashers, vaulted coifrngs
From$450/mo.

Call 354-6036
From 9 - 5
^_ www.wcnel.org/-Highlond

Management. Inc.

Call 353-5800

Lei us help you make a tough decision
easy col or stop by the office TODAW
Slop hv our office :ii 104S Y Main Si
for complete listing or fall 353-5ROO
Mww.Mcnet.tire/~mecca

For Rent

354-6036

Graduate Student Housing

803-8158thSt /Avai.Now8cFall

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
I bdrm BRAND NEW
Starts at $400
Call 353-5800

SONY CDX-71RF Car 10 Disc Changer
Brand new. Asking $300. Contact Jason
353-1709

"U-SOO-SORF'S OP

Leases Slan al $380.
Call 353-5800

Grecnbcaver Apt. 642 S. College
2 bdrm; Allows pets (extra $)
starting at $460
Call 353-5800

ADDRESS

HIGHLAND

www.studentaxpress.com

1-2 bedroom. 9 1/2- 12 mo.

/iCfEfcCA
Management Inc.

For Sale

Help Wanted

_J

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/~rnecca

• Tongue •
only $40

Hurry over now to be
ready for
Spring Break 2000!

